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Hidell 

The Warren Report states a series of assertions and conclusions 

about "Hidell" which are scarcely sustained by the evidence which may be 

| pieced together, bit by bit, in the Hearings and Exhibits. In this part 

of the investigation, the Warren Commission exposes a shocking lack of 

candor and a dismaying evasiveness and carelessness. 

Let us look at the assertions as a body, as they appear on various 

‘pases of the Report, before we examine then one by one. The Commission 

tells us that, 

The arresting officers found a forged selective service card with a picture of Oswald and tke name "alek J Hidell" in Oswald's billfold. On November 22 and 23, Oswald refused to tell Fritz why this card was in his possession or to 
answer any questions concerning the card...Captain Fritz produced the selective service card bearing the name "Alek J Hidell." Oswald becane angry and said, "No, I've told you all I'm going to tell you about that card in my billfold--~you have the card yourself and you know as much 
about it as I do." 

++ethere is no evidence that an "A J Hidelit existed...investigations were conducted with regard to persons using the name Hidell or names Similar to it...Hidell was a favorite alias used by Oswald on a number of occasions. Diligent search has failed to reveal any person in Dallas or New Orleans by that name. It was inerely a creation for his owm purposes...No doubt he purchased his Weapons under the name of Hidell in an attempt to prevent their ownership from being traced...Oswald's repeated use of false names is probably not to be disassociated from bis antisocial and criminal inclinations. 

- First it must be said that scrutiny of the evidence leads irresistably 

to the conclusion that the statement that the arresting officers found a 

forged selective service card with Oswald's picture and the name Hidell 

in Oswald's billfold (WR 181) is not true. There is a profusion of 

testimony—in April 196) or later--fron police officers which at first 
glance seems to validate the Commission's assertion. But, as will be shown,



there is no contemporaneous evidence to sustain the thesis that the Hidell card 

} was known to the police at any time before the FBI uncovered the mail order 

sale of a rifle to "Hidell." | on the contrary, the available evidence, both 

direct and inferential, shows that despite the unqualified assertion in the 

Report Oswald did not have a forged Hidell card on his person when he was 

arrested. | 

By way of prefacé, it should be noted that Alwyn Cole, FBI questioned 

docments expert, testified that the fabrication of the Hidell draft card 

"required avery accurate camera such as are found in photographic laboratories 

_and printing plants" (uH 388). The Commission did not address itself to the 

question of when and where Oswald forged the card, but we are certainly 

entitled to assume that Oswald must have done so during his employment 

with Jaggars—Chiles-Stovall, a graphic arts company, from October 1962 to 

April 1963. yo other opportunity is known for Oswald to enjoy access to 

the necessary equipment. On that basis, we must also assume that Oswald 

had the forged Hidell card in his possession during his stay in New Orleans 

from the end of April 1963, after he was fired by the graphic arts company, 

until the end of September. - Nevertheless » When Oswald was arrested in New 

Orleans in August 1963, Lt Martello reported that, 

I asked Oswald if he had any identification papers. At this time 
Oswald produced his wallet. Upon my request, he removed the 
papers and I examined them. He had in his wallet a number of 
‘miscellaneous papers, cards and identification items...(1) Social 
security card bearing #133-54-3937 in the name of Lee Harvey 
Oswald (2) Selective service draft card in the name of Lee Harvey 
Oswald bearing # h1~11)-395~32...(3) Card bearing name Lee Harvey 
Oswald reflecting he was a member of the FPCC...signed by V T Lee . 
«seissued 5/28/63...(h) Card for the New Orleans Chapter of the 
FPCC in name of Lee Harvey Oswald signed by A J Hidell, Chapter 
President, issued June 6, 1963... co, . 

; . (10H 52-5h)
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Clearly, Oswald did not have a forged Hidell card in his wallet when he was 

arrested in New Orleans. | on the basis of the Commission's thesis, then, 

‘one must conclude that Oswald was too prudent to carry the forged card 

when setting out on the dangerous mission of distributing political handbills 

on the streets 3 but imprudent enough to carry the Hidell card when going forth 

to assassinate the President with a weapon purchased under that very name. 

according to Lb vartellots report, Oswald did carry at the tine of his 

arrest in New Orleans a membership card in his ow name in the New orleans 

chapter of the FPCC. which was signed by "A J Hidell, Chapter President." 

the Commission's handwriting experts concluded that the Hidell signature on 

‘that card was not in Oswald's hand. after Marina Oswald testified that she 

“had signed the ‘name Hidell on that card, under duress, the experts agreed 

that she could have or did write the signature (LH 399-00 and CE 2726). 

Marina Oswald testified (5H 01) that this was the only occasion 

‘on which her husband asked her to sign the name Hidell on any document. 

The Commission has avoided any attempt to elucidate Oswald's rationale 

in coercing his wife to forge the name on an inocuous FPCC membership card 

put writing the name in bis ow hand on all other documents 3 - ineluding such 

incrisinating papers as ‘the mail orders for firearms. Tt is no answer to 

. shrug that off as random and irrational when there is no evidence of any 

collateral instances of irrationality on Oswald's part during the same “time 

“period. it was the ‘Commission's responsibility, not ours, to. ‘seek an 

. understanding of Oswald's motive for such “inconsistent pehaviour and, if no 

- logical motive could be uncovered , to reexamine the testimony and reconsider 

. the premise that in one instance alone Oswald had- forced ‘his wife to forge 

the signature Hidell. 

another issue that she Commission has evaded is that under its own 

account of events Oswald used the name Hidell both as his own alias and as the 

designation ofa second person, real or invented. criminologists, who were 

conspicuously absent ‘from the roster of the Commission's staff, perhaps could



us about the classic use of an alias by lawbreakers. It would be 
were 3) 5A R “pptiden Epo WE 

 spteresting to know if there is an established pattern, or even a Single 

precedent, for the indiscriminate use of a false name by a criminal both as 

his own alias and as the designation of a second person. One recalls the 

notorious Whitaker Chambers, who used an alias for many years as a cover for 

his espionage activities, Lirnly establishing a false identity: and a history, 

which he later discarded to assume other identities and ultimately his own 

real name. Parenthetically, one of the Commission's experts on questioned 

documents, J C Cadigan, was also an expert witness for the Goverment in the 

prosecution of Alger Hiss and gave testimony which some authtrities regard as 

technically and morally suspect ("The unfinished Story of Alger Hiss" by 

Fred J Cook, William Morrow Company, New York, 1958, page 132). 

With this background, let us now examine the Commission's thesis 

head-on by testing the assertion that the arresting officers in Dallas 

found a forged draft card in the name of Widell and bearing Oswald's 

photograph when they examined the contents of Oswald's wallet in the police 

car en route from the Texas theater to the police station. According to 

the footnote (UR 181), ‘the assertion relies on (1). a series



of PBI reports listing the contents of Oswald's wallet upon his arrest, including © 

-.a report that detective Bentley on June ll, 1964 had identified photographs of two 

ecards in the name of Hidell as the cards he had obtained from Oswald's wallet en 

route to the police station; and (2) the testimony of police officers Stovall and 

Rose, The Report does not cite testimony from Bentley--he was not a Commission — 

witness~—nor testimony on this point from other police officers present in the car. 

Sergeant Gerald Hill, one of those officers, testified on April 8,-1964 

_ that when Oswald was asked his name he had made no reply. Hill said that. he had 

) then suggested that Bentley should see if the suspect had identification on his 

person. Bentley had put his right hand into Oswald's left hip pocket and had 

taken out a billfold. 

«esthe name Lee Oswald was then called out by Bentley from the — 
back seat...And he also made the statement that there was some 
more identification in this other name which I don't remember, 

. but it was the same name that later came in the paper that he 
"- bought the gun under. (7H 58) 

Hill's account is open to question, William Whaley, the taxi-driver whose. hobby 

-was identification bracelets, had taken special notice of the bracelet on Oswald's 

wrist as he sat in the taxi next to the driver .(2H 303). In the police car 

. Bentley: sat on Oswald's left and was in a position to see the bracelet at close 

-range. That Oswald was wearing the bracelet when arrested is clear from the 

testimony of detective Sims, who removed it when the paraffin cast of the hands 

"was made; Sims said explicitly that he had examined the bracelet and that it 

“had his name on it" (7H 174). Why should Oswald have refused to state his name 

when it was inscribed on the bracelet he wore? Why should he invite attention to 

his billfold if it contained false identification in the name Hidell? Why should 

Bentley look in Oswald's pocket when he had only to examine the bracelet on his wrist? 

Moreover, the same Gerald Hill, describing the arrest in an interview on NBC-TV 

on November 22, 1963, raises further questions about the incident in the car. , 

Hill The only way we found out what his name was was to remove 
his billfold and eheck it ourselves; he wouldn't even tell us 
what his name WASee- 

Question What was the name on the billfold? 

Hill Lee H. Oswald. O-S-N-A-L-D. 

“4 

- (CE 2160) 

HALL said nothing about the other identification cards in the name of Hidell which 

supposedly had been discovered in Oswald's billfold only .a few hours before. It is 

inconceivable that he would have failed to mention such significant and incriminating 

evidence, if it was genuine, It is equally disquieting that Bentley failed to mention 

the Hidell cards in a report to curry dated December 3, 1963. He wrote, . |



On the way to the City Hall I removed the suspect's wallet 

and obtained his name. He made several remarks en route 

/. to the City Hall about police brutality and denied stooting 

/ - . anybody.s.f turned his identification over to Lt. Baker. I 

then vont to Captain Westbrook's office to make a report of 

/ this arrest, 

a
 

It is passing strange that both police officers, in contenporaneous regorts 

and interviews, failed to mention the Midslil cards or to hint that they had 

found aviderice that Oswald was using an alias. The samo is true of the reports 

submitted during the first week of December 1963 by other arresting officers, 

Reb Carroll (CE 2003 pages 81-82), K. E. Lyon (Ibid., page 9ijand 6, T. Walker 

(bide, pares 3400-101). And it ig positively wmetural that the identification 

cards turned over by Bentley to Li. Baker (who is represented oy half a page of 

_ testinony on 2 different matter) were seen by several other police officers at times 

when those ‘cards presumably were inaccessible, in Baker's custody--if Bentley did not lie. 

Richard Stovall testified on April 3, 196; that he had talked to Oswald 

jast after he was brought into the police station, before Captain Fritz began 

the formal interrogetion, Stovall said, 

I went in end asked him for his identification, asked him who 

he was and he seid his nance was lee Oswald, as well as I 

wemenber, Rose and I were both in there at the time. He had 

his billfold and in it he had the identification of ta Hidell," 

which was on a selective service card, as well as I remembers. 

and ab that time Captain Fritz opened the door to tho office ; 

there and sent Rose and I to go out to this address in Ervingese 

(7H 187-288) 

"But Gay Rose, who was present with Stovall, gave a different version of 

the incident when he testified on April 8, 196k. He said, . 

ta just a few nimites they brought in Lee Oswald and i talked - 

to him for a fow mimtes...the Pirst thing I asked him was what 

his name was and he told ne it was Hidell, 

11 Did he tell you it was HidelL? . 

Rose Yas3 he did. a 

Bali He didn't tell you it was Oswald? 

Rose Nos he didn't, not right then-~he did later. Ina niinate 

—=Tround two cardg--I found a card that said "A, Hideli." And 

I found another card that said "lee Oswald” on it, and ft asked 

‘hin which of tha two was his correct name. He wouldn't tell ne 

at the time, he just said, “You find ovt.” And then in a few 

minutes Captain Fritz came in and he told me to get two men and 

go to Irving and search his houses 



Ball Wow, when he first came in there—you said that he said 

fis: mane was "Hidell*? 

Rose Yes. 

Beli Was that before you saw the two cards? 

Pose Yes; it was.) 

Ball Befcre you saw the cards? 

Reso Yes; it was. 

| Bell Did he give you his first nene? 

: Rose He just said "Hidell?; I remember he > Just gave me the 

last name of “Hidell." 

Ball And then you found two or three cards on, hin? 

Rose Yess we did, 

Ball Did you search hin? . 

Rose He had already been searched and someone had his billfoldes. 

Ball And the contents of the billfeld supposedly were before you? 

‘Ross Yes. (7H 228) 

Counsel Bail had taken testimony fron Stovall only five days before he examined 

. Rose, but he paid no attention to the wide discrepancies and the obvieus conflicts 

| 4n their stories, The’ Commission, in equal oblivion, then procecdcd to rely on 

_. the testimony of these “twor~: witnesses, one of whom at least was surely unreli able 

or untruthful, as authority for the claim that Oswald was carrying forged cards in 

"the name of dell when he was arrested. The Commission was too easily satisfieds 

the svorn testinony of Bentley, the primary witusss in this incident, should have 

; _. been obtaineds and some notice should have been taken of the fact that there was 

‘ no hint of the Hidell cards in the contemporancous versions of the arrest by a 

 gingle one af the arresting officers, The more 60, when the testimony of 

‘one of those officers, C, T. Walker, varied rrou7ooth Stovall and Rose, Walker 

testified on April 3, 1964 that when they errived at the police station with 

Oswald, 
g took him up (to) the homicide and robbery bureau, ani we 

rant back there, and one of the detectives said pub him in 

ehis room.ssamd Oswald sat down, and he was handeuffed with . 

hig hands behind him, I sat down there, and I had his pistol, 

and he had a card in there with a picture of him and the name 

hea Je Hidell on it. - 

Belin Bo you remember what kind of ecard it was? 

Welker dust an identification card. I don't recall what it 
WaSeeeAnd I told him, "That is your real nome, isn't it?s... 
And he said, "No, that is not my real namew® 

“A7H U1)



Those three flagrantly contradictory versions of what Oswald said are 

aceoupanied by other indications of perjury and fabrication. | One must esk 

why the Warren Comaission took no notice of the bizarre contradictions in the 

testimony and why the Commission ignored the fact that the forged Hidell card 

which 1s so prominent in statements made half a year after the assassination 

is so glaringly absent frox the contemporaneous record, both official and 

“public. The Commission should have sought and provided proéf thet the name 

Hidell was indeed known to the police at the hour of Oswald's arrest, as the 

Report. clains, by examining radio and television tapes to see if there was any 

. mention ‘of Hidell at any time before the FBI traced the rifle to a person of 

> that name. The newspapers of the time do not mention Hidell. tt is fantastic 

te suppose that the police daliberately withheld information about the Widell 

card, and only thet card, while announcing to the press with indecent alacrity 

every other scrap of "incriminating" avidence, real or invented. The police — 

themselves do not suggest that they withheld 4nformation about the forged 

_ card, In any case, that would hardly explain their failure to question 

‘Oswald's wife or mother, or Ruth Paine, about "Hidell™ on Friday night, 

when they were at the police station. Nor would it explain their feilure to 

set into motion immediate investigation to see if other police agencies had 

a record of Hidell or to institute inquiries inside Dallas to determine what 

“activities and associations could be traced to Oswald in the role of Hidell. 

Ye have not received the accounting which was due—a complete and convineing 

explanation of why the bellas police and all the other officiel agencies. involved 

acted for at least 24 hours as . though there was no Hidell card and no Hidell. 

The Commission might also have addressed iteelf to the question of why 

+ Oswale should | have taken pains to fabricate the Hidell card at 2ll, It seems 

to have been an exerdise in futility. There is no evidence that he needed 

: such a card and no sign that. he ever used it for such purposes as cashing checks, 

obtaining retail credit, or * demonstrating that he was old enough .to be served 

. alcoholic beverages. Xo. one has come forward, to this date, with information 



that "Hidell® used the card to obtain an official license of any sort, to gain 

access to a Blace of ‘entortainnent, to “engage in commerce or theft, ‘or to 

accouplish any other objective. : 

“Now that we have 2 Hidelt card whose purpose “and use have not been in any 

way explained by. the Couniseion, and a claicn that this card was , found on Oswald 

which resists credibility and lacks authentication, let us test the next 

of the assertions in the Warren Report. 
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On Nov comer 22 and 23. Oswald refused to tell Frita why this card was in his 

possession cr to answer any questions concerning tne card. Warren Report, page 182) 

The footnote to this stetenent refers to testimony by Ceptain ® Fritz on 

April 225 196), particularly the following passage: 

Ball Another thing, that day, ab sone tine during the 22nd when 

you questioned Oswald, didn't ‘ror ask him about this ‘card he had 

in his pocket with the name Alek Hideil? 

Fritz 

answer, Frits, 

I did; yess sir. 

This colloquy is 5 distinguish hed for both the leading guestion and the misleading 

in bis written report on the interrogation of Oswald, explicitly 

said, During the setond day interviews I asked Oswald about a card that he had 

4n his purse showing that he belonged ta the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.,.I asked, 

bin about ancther identification card in his pockes bearing the name of Alex 

‘Hidell® (Werren Report, page £99), FDI agents Bookhout and Host) in their 
: 7 3S) ti oS) cad 

2 

reports on tre Friday interrogation session, mention nothing about a Tidell 

card or cards nor about questions to Ouwald abou 4 Hidell (Toid., pages 612-613 

avid 619-620). As pointed out in ‘another chapter, no reports have been provided 

on ainost six hours of interrogation in four sessions on Friday between about 4 pm 

and midnicht. 

beceuse at the i 

Theoretically, one supposes that it is possible that Trita agked 

‘Oswald ebout the Hidell card at one of those sessions; bub it is highly in plausible 

initial ir nterrogation Frits questioned Oswald about the "alias” 

0. He Lea, the nane under which he was registered at the Beckley Street boarding 

rouse, end it is inconceivable that he showld not have asked him also about the 
reall 

Hidell cards, if in fact Fritz knew about those cards” and if they wery/ssseovered 

during the ride to the > police stations



Only one report covering the proceedings of November 22 mentions the name 

_Hidells that is the report of FBI agent Maming Clements, dated Novenber 23 
Warren Report, page 614). Clenents! states that he exazined the contents of 

Oswald’?s wallet end put questions to him about the selective service card 

in the name of Hidsii wrich Oswald declinad te answer. Even if we pus aside 

, astonishment that the wallet or its contents were still with Oswald at 19 pr, 

when Clements questioned him, as they had been at 2 pa when Stovall, Rose, and 

Welker ostensibly saw the same contents—if we pot aside incredulity at the 

fact thet Fritz, Posby ami Bookhout reporbed no questions about Hide at the 

first interrogation, when the forged cards must have been lying under their 

noses—-cven if we take Clemants!' report at face value 3 it still dees not show 

that Frits questioned Cswald about the Hidell card on November 22. It shows 

at most only thet Clements did. But can we put aside the claim that the 

_wellet or its contents remained with Oswald at 10 pm, for Clenents to ece? 

Im addition to the claim by Bentley that he turned this evidence over to 

Lt, Balser when the arresting party arrived with the suspect, we have the 

testinony of Richard Sims on April 6, 196 that he searched Oswald at 1.05 pn 

Friday and that he } had not seen a wallet or identification cards Sima had 

assumed that "that had been taken off of him™ (7H 180). 

Walter Potts, on the other hand, testified on April 3, 195) thet he wag 

instructed by Detective Senkel, shortly after 2 ma, that Captain Frits ts wanted 

hin to "go out to Oswald's or Hideli's or Oswald's room," Potts said, 

On his porson—-he mat have hade-he did have identi fiostion 
with the nome Alex Hideli and Oswaldves (78 197) 

Potts said + that when he and the other officers arrived at the yooming house 

they spoke to Earlone Raberts 5 the housskeeper, and to the Johnsons, who said 

they did not kmow “aq Lee Harvey Oswald or an Bex T5 ge5g od ther one.® Dub 

(68 438 and 7H 439) and the Johnsons testified only that the 

police hed come looking for Lee Harvey Oswald end in no Way suggested that 

Earlene Robert ff
 

the officers hed mentioned any other name. 

ib is undeniable thet a mmber of witnesses testified sone time after the 

event that they were aware of, or questioned Oswald about, the Hidell card(s) 
on the day of his arrest; it is equally undeniable that there is no firm 

conterporansous evidence to corroborate this. Mark Lane explicitly called 
the Commission's attention te the paradoxical fact that there was imnediate 

publicity on Novenber 22 about the alias 0.H. Lee, which became known after sone 

investigation, but not: about the alias Hidell, which supposedly wes known 

at once from search of Oswald's person (2H 16). The Comission did not



include that apparent paradox among the " speculations” to which tho 
Report devotes a separate appendix, and in which are found mary of the 

findings. It seems to us that the question does dese 
attention. We find striking corroboration that the Pp 
not merely apparent, in the handwritten notes of Seth 
notation after the swearing-in of Prosident Johnson is 
"O.H.Les" (Kantor ixhibit 3 page 360). Fifteen pages 

We find the first mention of "A, Hidell," under the no 
Rarch 20 letter to mail order gun house in Chicago." 
has found one coutemporaneous mention of the name Hide 

other objections raised by Lane and by other critics of the official 

rve serious 

aradox was real, 

Kantor, ‘The second 

the encircled name 

later {page 375) 

tation "FRI has 

if the Commission 

li, in the press or 
in police records, bofore the rifle was traced to Klein's, it has not been 
included in the exhibits, it seems to us significant that tho Co:mis sion 
apparently was unable to refute the allegation that was made by Mark Lane, 
the clear inference of which was that evidence was fab 

was traced to Hidell. The Report merely says that Os 

ricated te Link 
Oswald with the name Hidell, and that this Was Gone only after the rifle 

swald reftuscd to tell 
Fritz about the card on November 22ndsethigs on the strencth of Fritsis 

_ reply to a leading ques tion and despite the. weight of contrary evidence. 
We do not dispute the assertion that Frit, questioned Oswald about 

"Hidell" on Sz aturday, November 23, but it is by no means clear that the 
questions asked that day arose fron forged cards in th @ nane of liidell 
found on Oswald's person when he was arrested, It is. conceivable, 
perhaps even ‘probable (to borrow from the Report's standard ternninology) , 
that the questions were inspired by the information ob 
Consider Curryts Statencnts S to the press on Saturday: 

Crestion What. was the nane under thich he einen ad 
. 

ordered the gun? 

Curry The name—the return-<the name on the 
address was A, Hidell. A. Hidell, 
Guestion’ Is that the nane under which the italia dichane 
office box was rented? 

Curry _ i don't know that, 

tained fron Klein's, 

return 

post 

It wild be noted that nothing in the questions or answers ain the transcripts 
of this or previous statoncnts to the press by Carry o r-his fellow-spokesnmen 
SULE gests that any forged cards in the name of Hidell were found or known to the 
police for the best ‘Part of 2h hours or more.



If curry on Saturday Gid not know about post office boxes rented 

in the name of Hidell, or about forsed identification cards for Hidell 

found in the suspect's wallet when he was arrested, postal. inspector ) 

Harry Holmes did. In his deposition of April 2, 1964 Holmes described 

his attempts to trace the moncy order which had been sent to Kicin's 

in payment for the rifle. He said that on Saturday, 

I asked them by phone as to what it said on it, and 

it said it had been issued to A. Je Hidell, which to 

mo wis the tip that I had the correct money order. 

Up to then I didn't know whether I had the correct 

money order or note 

Relin How did you know about the use of the name 

Ae de HidellL? 

Holmes when the vox was opencd in the nome of Lee H. 

Oswald. . Because for two reasonse I--one is, when 

he rented the pest office box in Kew Orleans, he used 

the nance of Ae Je Hidell as one of the persons entiticd 

to receive mail in that box. 

Relin At that time did you know that? 

Holmes Vese 

peLir: AML right, whet clase? : ? 

Holmes In his billfold the police had found a Graft 

ristrpation card in the neme of A. Hidell on his 

person at the time of his arrest, and I had seen it. 

(7H 298) 



Holmes was present at the Sunday morning interrogation but there is 

no evidence to corroborate his testimony that he was shown the Hidell card(s) 

on Saturday. Forrest Sorrels questioned Oswald on Friday, in the presence 

of his secret Service colleague Winston Lawson. Both Sorrels and Lawson 

testified about the questions asked by Sorrels and the replies given by Oswald 

on Friday but neither mentioned any Hidell card or indicated any awareness 

on that day of Oswald's use of such an alias (ky 356 and 7H 353). Sorrels 

was also present at the Saturday interrogation. He testified on May 7, 196) 

that Oswald was questioned about the rifle, because, at that time, it had been 

/ determined that the weapon had been shipped to A Hidell, 

And he was questioned by Captain Fritz along those lines. 
And he denied. that the rifle was his.’ He denied knowing . 
or using the name of A Hidell or Alek Hidell. 

. : (7H 356) 

sorrels, it is seen, does not refer to Hidell cards but only to the information 

obtained from Klein's Sporting Goods about the sale of the rifle. 



Contain Frita produced the selective service card bearing the name talek J 

Tacell.” Oswald beease ansty end said, ‘lo, tive told you all itm going to 

tell you about that card in my bilifoldesyou have the card Saupacit and you 

Enow as much acout it as [ do.t (WR LoL) 

jn contrast to the way in which the Warren Report describes this 

incident, postal inspector Harry Holmes reported that, 

Oswald flared up and stated, "itve told you all Itn 

“going to about that card. You took notes, just read 
them for yourself, if you want to refresh your memory." 

He told Captain Fritz that "you have the card. low 

you know as much about it as IT do." 

(Italics added) (ar 636) 

The Commission's editing speaks for itself, The official position remains 

that no transcript of the interrogation was kept; 1f the commission believes 

that no transcript was made, it should have questioned all those who were 

present when Oswald was questioned about the Hidell card and other matters. 

Yet of those who were present ‘for some or all of the interrogation sessions 

(cE 2003, page 161, and other sources in the Hearings and Exhibits) the 

Commission failed to question, or to obtain reports from, four Fst agents, 

six Secret Service agents : awuS marshall, and a former assistant district 

attorney. 

eeothere is no ovidence that an "A J Hidcll" existedess(WR 292)...investira ions 

were comuctcd with rerara to Sersons Ruing ene name fadelL or nancs similar to 

It Ch SES)... | 2cell wag a favorite alias used by Oswald on a mumocr OL GCCaSLoONs. 

Talipene Search has tailed to reveal any person in pallas or ica Opldans oY that 

Nasee Jb was mercly &@ creavion for His own purposes. (it O44-0L5) 

in this series of pronouncements the Warren Commission ig guilty of 

gross deceit and nonumental hypocrisy, for there is a "Hidellt—-he lives in 

New Orleans and, according, to the Commas ionis own documents, he served wit tho 

and knew Oswald in the Marine Corpse Yew sins of omission in the Rep ort are 

‘as shocking and serious as this ; nor as contemptuous of the truth. This 

series of assertions ; even though they nay bo literally or technically 

"correct," are morally indefensible.



/ In the fashion of a purloined letter, we find a short affidavit *hiddon® 

in the thick volumes of testimony. It is dated Hay 19s 196h and signed by 

John Rene Heindel of New Orleans; and states, 

in the United States Marine Corps fron duly 15; 

1987 ws til. duly 15, 1961. Iwas stationed at Ateugi, 

depany with Lee Harvey Oswold. «nile in the Marine Corps, 

Iwas often referred to as "Hidell"-~pronounced so as to 

rhyme with "Rydell"...This was a pickneme and mot merely 

an inadvertent mispromunciatt on, it is possible that 

syald wight have heard me teing called by this names 

intoed he may himself have called me “Hidell™... 
(8H 318) 

Thore is only one other mention of Heindel in the Hearings; it is found in the 

testimony of Daniel Powers, another witness who had known Oswald in the Marines, 
Lv ? 

on Hey 1, 196). 

-. Jenner Do you remomber a marine by the name of John Heindel? 

Porers No, sir. 

donner . Sometimes called Hidell? 

Powers Noe oo ; (8H 288) 

* 

_ From this we know at least that the affidavit is not a hoax, slinpsd into 

the Hearings volumes by a misehicvous pr nter; it is an authentic gocunent of 

‘which counsel Jenner and the Commission itself m have. been aware when ib 

formated the carefully phrased assertions in the we Report which veiterate that 

Hidell was only a fignent of Os swald's dnagination. But the affidavit provides © 

only the bax 

flow from that electrifying fact have been answered for the publice—ait though Wa 

) may be sure that the FBI and/or the Secret Service investigated Beindel and 

e fact that there is a Heiniel/fidell, None of the questions which 

reported the results to the Warren Gommission, which has withheld the information 

“#pon the publics. . . oo 

Surely the Commission does not believe, or expect the public to believe, that 

the existence of Heindel/Hidell, and his residence in How Orleans, has no commection 

with Oswald!s. use of the nane Hidell te designate a real person, verb ally and on. 

FECC documents, even though Oswald's first knovn public use of that nane began 

euving his residence in Rew Orleans, Surely no one is expected to believe that 

Osvgld, by pure and gratuitous coincidence, invented an alias which corresponded 

with the real micknans. of a fellow Marine whom Oswald himself may have addressed 

by that nickname? ie are not qualified in mathematics, but common sense suggests 

thet tha odds against ‘such a random coined dence would be | Fstey _astronoical as 

virtually to rule at out,



“There is also one mention of Heindol in the Exhibits, which was discovered 

only because we resorted to a magnifying glass. The document is a 2h-~page 

report by four Secret Service agents to their superiors on investigations 

conducted in Kew Orleans from Novenber 22 to December 2, 1963 (CE 3119). 

The pages have been photocopied and reduced considerably in size; they have 

also been marked up with a penci}, so that they are scarcely legible without 

an optical aid, On page 12 of the ‘document, the following passage is found: 

At 1.30 AM. on 12-2)-63, Mr. David Kerr, Office of Naval 

Intelligence, contacted SAIC Rice by telephone, advising 

that a thorough search had been made of the Marine Corps 

records with the following results: 

There are four persons on active duty by the name of de 

Evans, and twelve on inactive duty...He said that there 

‘was only officer, Lieutenant John Stewart Bvanseeborn 

8.283], at Cincinnatti, Ohio, who is presently on auty | 

with Training Squadron 6, “hitney Field, Wilton, Fla., 

who might be associated with Gswaid's references 

He further advised that there is no record of a "Hidell® 

4ther on active duty or inactive; and that the only 

similar name is John R. Heindel, age 38, born in Louisiana, 

who is not active, his record being available at the Faderal 

Records Center, St. OLS. 

Considerable time elapsed between this report of Becember 1963 and the 

Hoindel affidavit of May 1964. During those five months Heindel undoubtedly 

wes investigated and interviewed. The results have been suppressed, apart 

from the affidavit and the two references which have been quoted, Should we 

infer from that that the vesults of the inquiry inte Heindel were negative 

and that no evidence was uncovered of any association between him and Oswald 

in pro-Castro activities, or other activities, in Hey Orleans in the sumer 

of 1963? If that was the case, we fail to understand why the Commission did 

not sey so in the Report and why the relevant docunents were not included in 

the Uxhibits; we certainly fail to understand why tho Commission did not 
nature of the 

obtain sworn testimony fron Heindel, regardless of the /information obtained 

by imestizebive agencies. _ . oO ; 

is no less difficult to inagine that compromising evidence was ‘uncovered 

and deliberately concealed than it is to imagine that by a monumental and 

jneredible coincidence Oswald happened to select an alias, or a fictitiots name 

for a non-existent associate » Which was identical with the nickname of a real 

acquaintance who ‘Lived in the same city. We cannot apologize for wondering if - 

the results of investigation of Heindel have not been suppressed because thoy 

would serve in some way to cast grave doubt on the thesis of the random and 

solitary assassin. 



No doubt he purchased his weapons under the nome of Widell in an attemmt 
to prevent their ownership from being traced. (Warren Report, page 315) v1 

The Warren Commission, in its amclety to create the impression of a solid 

_febrie where there was only a porous and dubious case against Oswald, has 
involved itself in reasoning that verges on the absurd, The inference it has 

drawn is really too facile. If Oswald-intended to purchase weapons that he 

did not wish traced to him, a mail-order purchase should have been his Last 

choice, That method -: assured that the transaction would be recorded in 

written form, preserving his handwriting and his post office box numbcr and 

virtually guaranteeing that he could be traced. If he had merely walked 

inte a gun shop, or an H.L. Green store, he covld have purchased Weapons 

over the counter without Leaving a trace of the transaction —: risking only 

that some clerk, meny months later, might identify him as a customer, and be 

denclished by a capable defense counsel. Theres would be no record of a 

serial mumber, no handwriting, and no post office box number to incriminate 

hin. 

But if we.agree for the sake cf argment that Oswald used the Least - 

desirable of all methods (and not in a moment of folly, since he is alleged 

to have ordercd weapons by mail on two occasions separated by some months) > 

planning to evade identification by using the alias Hidell > by what antithesis 

of logic did he make sura te carry on his person two forged identificetion 

ecarcés in the name of Hideli—-one of then, to make sure thet there could be no 

anbiguity, even bearing his owm photograph? By what eccentrie calculation 

did he cause himself to be photographed holding the weapons which he did not 

wish traced to hin, with a camera used solely for thosé incriminating photographs 

but not for snapshots of a child or a friend or a landscape? 

If he intended to commit murder and confess, it would make sense 3 if he 

was psychotic, it would not make sense but it would be plausible, Oswald did 

not confess, and there is no written or spoken word from eny qualified source 

before he was murdered pointing to psychosis or any Snability to function in 

full or adequate contact with reality. One could, in fact, go further and 

demonstrate that Oswald achieved adjustment to a social and cultural enviroment 
* 

despite features which offended and even menaced hims bub that is not really 

necessary, in this mileu where psychiatrists prosper from the many who are 

less, adjusted but are no danger to their fellowemeny . 



'I% is umorthy of the Commission that it has indulged in pseudologias but 

44 43 inexcusable thet it has done so ir an attempt to interpret “facts” wich’ 

are highly vulnerable to impartial serutiny. We WILL not join the Comission 

in speculating about Oseald's motives for purchasing weapons under the nme of 

Bidell bocause we are by no moang comvineced that he ordered the weapons or used 

tho nane Hidell as his alias. 

Osusidts repented uso of false namas is probably nob so be disassociated from 

Tis estisosial md criminal inclinations. (varren Report, page 315} 

“io invite attention to the Dallas police denartnent's List of property 

4 

ioversber 23, 1963, at the Paine residence and to the following 

four 3x5 cards bearing respectively nanes - 

T 
GQ, Unli: A, de Wideldy B. Devies and 

2 
a 

oT. Lees Vo Te tee (CE 2053 page 269) 

Pat 

€us Well, Benjamin Davis, and Virgent T. Lee ave real persons prominent 

in umpopuler political movements on the left. If A. d. Hidell ie a spurious 

“invented personality or an alias erceted by Oswald for his own gurcoses, his . 

subtiety in preparing an index card for Hidell and introducing thet card amorg 

eavds for knom and genuine political figures is nothing short of brilliant. 

Anyona capable of so inspired a stroke sn covering his tracks would be 

temporanentally and intellectually ineapable, 4% seams to us, of leaving a 

rail of ineriminating evidence such as that which, under the official 

hynothesis,; led to Oswald and Oswald alone within short hours. 

The dvaex card, and the existence of a real Heindel/Hldell, cosbina te 

grave doubt on the pronouncements in the Werven Report concerning Sezald's 

false nomes; that the Report is silent on: “these matters is a cause for 
use of 

new and broader doubte 

Sone of the evidence cited to persuade ua that Oswald habitually eaploys 

false names derives from the testinony of Karina Oswald, the. main Goverment 

witness. The following passage is found in her testinony of Fébruary h, 196h. 

Raniin Heve you ever heard that he used the fictitious nane Hidelh? 

“Sarina Osusld Yetescln Hew Orleansesewhen he was interviewed by some 

mii~cusens, ne used tids nomG@eeal kmew there was no such organizations 

Ang I mnow that Hidell is merely an altered Fidel, and I langhed at 

such foolishnessees%o one row that tee was Hidell. 

Rankin How did you diecover it, then? 

Marina Oswald I already ssid that when L listened to the radio, thoy 

‘Bpoxe of that neme and y aeked tim who, and he sald 1b was hease 

(in Gp 



Sire 

he wanted hor to fien the card in order to create the i impression that 

take Cen place én the swale a3 

It is not prudant te place great credence in this testimony, since Marina 
Oswald told different stories both befs °° aml aftorvards, In an interview 

th the Sceret Service on December 10, 063, che was asked if to her 
knowledce her husband used ths none of éleck Hidell, ‘and she replicd in the 

_ nogative (CE 1789). Searcely two months lster, she testified before the 
Comission that she had learned aboat tre fictitious Hidell fron Ogvela's 
particination in a radio debate tn Nec Orleans, That version suffored 
fron tuo defectomeethe name Eidoll nowhere appears in the transeript of that 
radio proprom (Stuckey Exhibit No, 3), and there was a record of an FPOS: (New 
Orleans branch) xo cubership card which Oswald had on his person when he tag. 
arrested in Rew Orleans, before the regio debate took place, on witkeh the 

+ . 4444 in Signature Nidell wes fo: und to be in the hander 
a > i ating Of Marina Qewald. 

it bee 8 { no pecessary to medify the story which Marina Oswald had told 
Baad under oath on February h, 196). When she retumed te testify before the 

Coumission on dune 11, 196k, she was shown the Froc membership card and she 
4 Signatures Hidell as her os wt “Ltings She sald that Said 

had threatened to beat her if she @id not Sign this card, bet that it was the 
over asked her t with the name Widelly she seid that 

EO 
wr 

- peenle wore invelwed and not est one; axl sha seid thet the sisning hed 
arvana? 

3 

mh at 8B ox 9 of close cic in the evening, 

Tnties. Pad you ever heard the name "Widelh" before? 
Marina Ogvald I don't renesbor whether this was before or 
after “ae spoxe on the radi: i think it was alters 
Di Mes Did he use the name Hidcli. on the rndio? 

Marina Oswald (‘iin that he fight have when hs Was talking 
on the radio said that Hidelt do the Pres sident of hia orraniza~ tion but, of course, I done uncle rstazd English well and I 
don't imow., He spoke on the radio neing his own name but 
might have mentioned the name Hidell, Tats is whet he told mo, then I tried to find out what he said on the : Badio.s 

(SH 401-192) 
ta Sewald’s account of how she first 
i@ considers that it took place not 

as a result of eress-exmingtion in which her earl or testinony Was cholLengad 
because It was in conflict with the facts but, seeing Ys by an unassisted 
refincaent of nemory in which new faccts ampeared and od certainties boceans 
wicerbainties, — Betmeen Ik baring Oswald's two accounta, there was testinony 
fron FET agent fuigiey on Hey 8 6, 19 hy Ca ih, 30. fron which it emerged thet 
he had seen the éard with the Midell signature in Marine Os swald's hondwriting 
‘befora the radio debate



The widow's recall seems to improve with the passage of time. The official 

version of her story came only in Juno, after a defective account in February and 

& donial in December that she even knew of any use of the name Hide] by hor 

husbend, © Why did sho disclain all knowledge of Hidell in Decenber? She adnitted 
to the Commission that she had withheld some information from the FBI because she 

was hostile to tho FBI, or because she was not under oaths but she expressed only . 
Pod warm and friendly feelings for the Sscret Service, and the interview of Deceaber 

19, 1963, took place when Merina Oownld was freely providing alll varieties of 

“information which incriminated Oseald y including the account of his attempt on 

‘“Wolker's life. ve cannot know wiy she first denied knowledge of dell 

~ bocause the Comission did not asi: her wry bet nerely relied on the most 

acceptable of her three moore SOS 

that Sowald had resistered at the , Bankes Strect boarding house under the nere- 

OE, Lee with the intent of concealing his real identity, But the Commission 

say no inconsistensy betwoon her "leuching ab such foolishness when she Learned 

that Osreld wis using Iidell as an aling ard the bitter quarrel which ensued, 

“according to hor testimony (2H 15) » when she learned that he was Living in 
+ . 
ry Dallas wer the name O.H. Lee because the did not want hig landlady to Imow 

his real name because she might read in the paper of the fact that he had been 

in Ruszia and that he had been questioned.«.And also he did not want the PDI 

to know wherc he lived.,.Dacaase their visite were nob very pleasant for bin 

*. and he thought that he loses jobs because the FRI visita the place of his 

employwont ." 

One wonders, recalling Barina Sowald's appetite for a car and a washing 

nachine en@ simtler amonitice of American life, ‘why. Oswald's atiozpts to safe-~ 

guard his job and his ability + to gupport his ‘growing. family < 4 moved a bie wifs 

to such anger that she "hung up on him and didn "% want to talk to rin (HH &B)e 

Indeed, hor flights from inherent plausibility,ard hor pattern of alteration of 

earlicr statonontes and testin non in leter versions which served to tighten the 

case atainst Oswald, eaves insufficient ground for confidence in this witness 

for the prosecubion, + 

6 

The Comission hag. not established "Osgaild’s repeated use of false namcs" 

complotely or in an aveeptablic manner; bub associates this alleged gactice with 

Oswald's * antisocial and evininel inclinations." There ig, of course, no trace 

of antisocial or criminal behavior in Osweid's history except for the alleged 

_ attempts on General Walker and Richard Nixon, for which we ) must rely exclusively



on Marina Oswald, a witness who does not merit unreserved confidence, But 

even her account of the \ walker and Nixon affairs attribute to Oswald motivation 

that nay be regarded asa perverted form of altruism--not criminal or anti- 

social motives in the accepted sense, involving personal greed, revenge, or 

' hatred of society at large. By American standards the elimination of a. 

- solitical personality is not an absolute evil but is Judged to be heroic, or 

malevolent, according to the status of the victim in popular affection. if 

Fidel Castro was gunned down by a disaffected Cuban, the assassin would have 

the highest place of honor and the warm tribute of the American people and 

Government ; and while the country as a whole grieved deeply the loss of 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, it must not be forgotten that in some public school 

"glasses the children cheered and applauded the news, and that the stylish 

remark at Sallas cocktail parties in ensuing weeks was "We should have invited 

‘him sconer." , 

If the Commission, individually or collectively, had studied Oswald's 

history and morals before he became an accused assassin, it is questionable 

_ whether there would have been a finding of "eriminal and antisocial inclinations.' 

It is really the assassination of the President that has shaped the Commission's 

_ judgment. In this and other instances of circular reasoning, the Commission has 

used a premise to infer "facts" and then used those same "facts" to justify the 

. :premise.



Oswald's Rifle Practice 

We have discussed the reputation of the 6,5 Mannlicher-Carcano as the 
humanitarian rifle and the decreplitude of the specimen found in the Depository 
‘wits difficult bolt, eccentric trigger, maladjusted scope, and firing pin on 
the verge of disintegration. Despite this impressive list of disabilities the 
undismayed Warren Commission has concluded that this is the rifle that felled 
the President and the Governor, presumably deciding that Oswald had acquired the 
necessary familiarity with the weapon to achieve accuracy and eliminate the risk 
.of malfunction, Is such an assumption justified? 

The Hearings and Exhibits reveal that Marina Oswald was questioned by the 
‘Secrat Service and the FBI about whether or not Oswald had engaged in rifle 
practice in four interviews. between December 4 and 16, 1963. On each occasion 
she maintained that Oswald had never left or returned to their homs carrying a 
rifle, had never mentioned that he intended to practice shooting, had never done 
50 to her knowledge, and that she had never seen him clean the rifle or hold it. 
Apparently in response to questions from the agents, she conceded, however, that 
Oswald might have practiced shooting when he was supposed to be at typing classes 
(Cis. 1785, 1401 page 286, 1790, and 1403 page 735). . 

Two months later she told a completely different story in three interviews 
between February 17 and March 2, 1964. She said on February 17 that Oswald 
had told her after the General Walker shooting that he had practiced in a field 
near Dallas; that early in January 1963 (Klein's miled the rifle on March 20, 163) 
Oswald was cleaning his rifle and said thet he had been practicing that day; 
and that one evening in March Oswald had left at 6 pm carrying the rifle wrapped 
in a raincoat and boarded a Love Pield bus, returning at 9 pm te say that he had 
been practicing where no people were around to hear him. The next day she 
retracted the statement that Oswald had been cleaning his rifle early in January 

| (realizing or being reminded that the rifle was not mailed until some months Later) 
and said that the incident had’ actually occurred shortly before the Walker incident 
on April 10, 1963 (CEs 2694 page 5, 1404, and 2694 page 6). 

Clearly Marina Oswald lied either in the first set of interviews or in the 
second, Regardless of the chronology of the falsifications, they. raise dnescapable 
questions about her credibility as a witness, in addition to those which arise 
on other aspects of her testimony, If the untruthful statements are found in the 

? 
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‘he would have jost no time in dumping it in favor of a bow and arrow, 

later series of interviews , questions arise also about the possibility of coersion 

_ or improper influence exerted by official agencies. On the other hand, if her 

statenents in the later interviews are truthful yoojective evidence should exist 

in some form to corroborate her story. 

Perhaps following this line of reasoning, the FBI and the Secret Service 

conducted a thorough investigation at various locations in Dallas and Irving 

" where a person might have engaged in rifle practice, interviewing many witnesses 

with ne gative results (CE 2694, 2908). The FBI collected pounds of shells” 

fron, rifle ranges and areas near yoods or the Trinity River bed, including 23 

“pounds of shells from the Sports Drom Rifle Range at which witnesses claimed 

to have seen Oswald on a number of occasions (CE 2921). _ Laboratory examination ' 

failed to turn up a single shell that came from the Carcano alleged to belong 

~ to Oswald (CE 3049). 

No evidence was found to corroborate Marina Oswald's statements thet Oswald 

had engaged in rifle practice. This is apparent from the Warren Report (page 192), 

which makes no assertion that Cswald practiced shooting the vifle but states that 

Marina said that he had done so. ‘This tends to create an impressicn that Oswald 

had familiarized himself with the rifle by practice shooting. Sut the Report is 

gilent on the reports in the Commission's possession which strongly suggest the 

reverse--—that is, (1) that Narina Oswald maintained consistently in various 

interviews before February 196 that Oswald had not engaged in rifle practice; 

and (2) that extensive investigation by the FBI and the Secret Service failed to 

“uncover any indication of rifle practice by Oswald in the Dallas/Irving area. 

t is repetitious but it must be said again that the Warren Commission has 

' selected from a bare cupboard crumbs and particles which appear to support the 

‘case against Oswald but has withheld from the Report substantial evidence to the 5 

contrary. The Commission is not relieved of moral responsibility by the 

technicality of having stated no conciusion of its own on the issue of Oswald's 

practice with the rifle~—the more so when expert testimony made it clear that 

the defects and eccentricities of the weapon, in the hands of someone who had 

not familiarized himself with its performance in actual firing experience, all but 

ruled out. accurate shooting. . 

Wwe must weigh Marina Oswald's self-contradictions and dubious story against 

the absence of objective evidence that Oswald had engaged in rifle practice or that 

he purchased or possessed anmunition for this purpose. The result leaves no 

-ground for concluding that Oswald had practiced shooting the Carcano. or that he 

could have given an unmatched performance of marksmanship with that unfamiliar. ‘and 

decrepit weapon. Common gense suggests that if he had practiced with the rijfle



Photorraph of CGswald 

with Rifle 
Scan nen ee amg all — 

The Warren Report (pages 125-128) avserts that on Sunday March 31, 1963 

Earina Oswald took wxo photographs of Oswald holding a rifle, a pistol, ani 

two newspapers. The Commission finds that the riffle in the photograph (CE 133-A) 
is the sane as the rifle found on the sixth floor of the Depository. It finds . 

the photograph authentic on the basis of expert testimony which links ib with 

-the Imperial Reflex carera (CE 750) with which Marina Oswald testified she took 

the pictures. 

the account given in the Report apccars to be straightforward, but careful 

and muresolved features to the story, most of which are not mentioned in the - 

Report. Others, which are mentioned as "facts," remain subject to soma doubt. 

The Commission hes carefully avoided ory finding of mental disturbance or 

unbalance in the alleged assassin but persists in attributing to Kim motives and 

actions which must be viewed as irrational. The Commission belicvas that Osvald 

made careful plans to shoot Ceneral Walker and attespted to do se on Wednesday 

April 19, 1963, after which he carefully burned his "blueprint" for the crine 
and took other steps to escape suspicion. At the same time, we are asked te 

believe that ten days before Oswald attenpted to commit this murder he asked his . 
wife to take photographs of him holding the rifle with which he plamed to shoot 

‘ the Cencral. That certainly was a reckless if not irrational act, as was his 

failure to destroy the incrimineting photographs after the Walker atberpt or 
* 

before the assassination. ; 

 Senday March 31, 1953, the day on which the photographs are said to have 
been tsken, was a cloudy day with traces of rain, according te. the Dallas. 

‘office of the U.S. Weather Burcaug The photograph was taken in bright or. 

“brilliant sunlight, as can be seon from the darimess of the shadows azd the 
) contrasting lighted areas, Since the location in which the photo was taken 
was known to the Commission's investigators, it should have been possible to 

_ dstermine on the basis of direction of light and angle of shadows tho hour 

at which the imarce was recorded, ami then to check the weather records to see 

if it was sumny or cloudy at that tine. This was not done. 
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The Commission states that two photoyraphs wero taken (CS.133-A and 133-5), 

apparently on the basis of Marina Oswald's testimony of February 3; 196h, when 

she said, 

I had evon forgotten that I had taken tio 
photographs. i thoaght there was only one. 

_‘I-thought that there were two identical 

pictures, but they turned out to be to 

different poses. a, (1H 26) 

One pose shows the rifle in the Jeft hand; the other shows the rifle in the 

right hand. But Marguerite Osuald's testimony suggests thet there was a third 

photograph. She told tho Cesmission thet Haring had taken her into the bedroon 

in the Paine home on Friday nigh ond that 

She gponed the closet...And she came out with a picture-~a pictuz 

: with a gun. It said, "To my daughter Junc"=—written in 

LT oaid, “OH, Marina, police." I didn't think anything 

wictuce. Now, you must understand...! don't imew all the 

mebances, what evidence thoy had against my son by this tine 

wefnody can om a rifle, te co hunting.s..So I am not comes ing 

th the assassinations. no one is going to be foolish enough 

mean Lo assassinate the Presddent, or even murder someone . 

a picture of themselves with that rifle, ani leave that - 

Evs. Oswald ldke this. 

Reriin Crosswise, with both hands on tho rifle? 

‘Yrs, Oswald With beth hands on the riffle. 

Ranisin Above his head? 

Mrs, Oswald That is right. 
(1H 1L6 and 148) 

No notice was taken of this deseripiion of a third photograph and Marina 
a 

Oswald was not questioned about it on her subsequonl appearances before tho 

Comission, It is not clear, consequ artiy, why the Warren Report asserts that 

two pletures were taken whon the allegation that there was a third photo has not 

bean investigated. . , 

‘The Report is silent on the place where the photographs were developed. 

The Tearings and Exhibits provide no infermation on this point excapt for a



rp.f 

/ except for a handwritten reminder in a reporter's notebook recording the 7 

events following on Oswald's arrest: 

Ask Fritc— 

1—"“ho 4.0, preacher who tipped thom about the 

mail-order purchase? 

2—501 Elm is place that processed photo. ‘What 

are details of photo (showing gun & Dally Yorker 

head? "Be Militant") 

(Kantor Exhibit No.3, Volume XX page 376) 

It is lopical to asoue that Kantor Learned from the police that the photo of 

Gswald holding the rifle had been procegzed at 501 Elm, If so, the police 

have said nothing about thig in reports or testimony, and neither the FDI nor 

the Warren Covmission have shown any interest in the question. “hen were the 

phetocravhs devel loped, and by whon, and how were they traced to 501 Elim Street 

which is only a block away from the Depository s 4? we understand the Dellas 

strect-numberinge systen wali oO , | 

it showlé te recalled that on March 31, 1963, the day on which Merina Cewald 

is said to hove taken the photographs, Oswald wes still employed st Jasgars~ 

Chiles~Stovall, in the pt hotographie deparisent, According to a co-worker’, 

abaub one month after he startedssche seemed interested 
in whether the company would sllew hin to repreduce bis 

wm pletures, and I told him that while thoy didn't 
sanction that: sort of thing, that peopic do it now and 
then 

, (208 202) 

One “owld think that Oswald, + whose parsinony is emphasized often by witnesses who 

lnow him, world have taken advantace of the opportunity to have the photographs 

developed at no cost to himself. v/ it is true that he was digmissed fron this 

$ob at the end of the week, Once disni dissed, presumably before an opportunity 

to print the photogrephs, why 9 should Ogmid have taken them to 501 Lim? He 

could easily have } hed thea doveloped and printed near his 2 artnent at Sale out Le 

Consequently, ‘the date on which the filns were left to be developed &aSSuEes some 

mo interests and itis a pliy that no inquiry was made by the Commissions . 

Y according: ‘to Marina’ Oswald, Oswald did so on at least two occasions, once 
‘printing photo graphs of General. Walker's house and once.a name-plate (CEs 1156 
and 1840). ;
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™ The Camera 

We turn now to the cenera with which the photographs are alleged to have 

been takon. On February 6, 196) Marina Oswald was shown Cormission Exhibit 136, 

a canera contained in a leather case. Che said, 

This is a Russian camere. 

Ranltin Is that the camera you used to take the 
pictures you have referred to? 

Marina Oswald I don't remember exactly whether | 
it was an American camera or this. 

- (1H 138) 

She was next shown another camera in a lebhther case, Exhibit 137, but she said 

that she had never seen it before (1H 119). 

The camera is next mentioned in the April 23 testimony of FSI photographic 
expert L, Skaneyfelt, in the following assaget — 

Eisenberg Mr. Shaneyfelt, I now hand you an Imperial Reficx tho 
ns camera, Let me state for the record, that this cansra was 

turned over to the FBI by Robext Oswald, the brother of Lec harvey Oswald, on February 2h, 196k, 

Robert Oswald identified ths camera as having belonged to Lee 
Oswald and stated that he, Robert, had obtained it from the 
Paine residence in December 1963, several weeks after the 
assassination, 

On February 25, 196), Marina was given the camera and she 
idembified it as the one which she had used to take the picturesess When did you receive the camera, Mr. Shansyfelt? 

Shencyfelt It wase—I can't pinpoint the date exactly, I don't have the notes here for that. It was, I would say, the latter part of 
Febsuary, not too long after it had been recovered on February 2h, 

Eiserberg Was it in working order when you received it? 

Shaneyfelt Nog it had been slightly danaged.sssin order to be able 
to make a photograph with the cmera, I had to make slight repairs 
to the shutter lever, which had been bent, T straightened it and 
cleaned the lens in order to renove the dirt which had accumlated. 
These are the only things that had to be done before it was usable 
to nake pictures with, 

(LH 28h) 

On June 11,.196) Marina Oswald returned to testify again before the Commission. 
Ab this time she was shown the ‘Imperial Reflex camera (cE 750) and she identified 
it as the canera with which she had taken the photographs of Oswald holding the 
rifle (5H h0Sand 10), 7 /



Study of the Exhibits yields further information on the casera. ‘Ve find 

that Varina Oswald was interviewed by the FBI on Jemary 29, 196. She was 

shown photographs of 4 Russian eanera and a Realist camera. She said thet the 

cereres appeared to be the ones owned by her husband (CE 1155). On Fobruvy 17s 

1954, she was interviewed again and shown the same photographs of the canerase 

This timo she said that the Realist camera was not Oswald's and thet to her 

knowledge sho had never scen that canera. {CE 1155), =In a Partner PEI interview 

on the next day, February 198, she said that the American camera with which she 

hed taken the photographs of Oswald with the rifle was grayish in color, a vox 

type camera, but that sho did not mow whore the canera Was {cB 20h vage 148). 

"te next document is a lctter dated February 23, 1964 fron d. Edgar Hoover 

to J, Lee Rankin, general counsel of the Warren Conmissione The letter states, 

On February 2h, 196, Mr. Robert Lee Oswald, brother of 

Lee, furnished to a SceciaL Agent of the Dellas Office 

of tits Buresu a Puo-lens imperial weflex canera which 

he stated was the vroperty of leGeeoovert axivised that 

ne cobained this camera fron the residence of Mrs. Ruth 

Paine, Irving, Texas, im December, 1963.060n February 233 

1964, this casera wes displayed to Herins Oswald and she 

srmcdiately identified it as the dmeriean csmera wiich 

velonged to her husband and the one which she used to 

take the photograph of hin with the rifle and the pistol. 

{CE 2083) 

Ty : 2 
£ here is no record in the Exhibits of the February 2), interview with 

Robert Oswald; on that date, he had alcoaly completed his testimony before 

the Warron Commission, and he was nob re-called laters . There is, therefore, 

no indesendent testinony fron Robert Oswald corroborating “the gtatermnte made 

by the FST and no identification by Robert Oswald of the. camera which the FRI 

claine to have obtained frou him. } oo 

) Curiously endugh, there is no recon) either of the February 25 interview 

with Merina Oswald, although the Exhibits include about 50 FBI reports of 

gnterviews with hete . OS 

Chere 49 an PBI report on an intexview wikh Robert Oswald on Harch 15, i9éh, 

in which he is alleged to have gald that he obtained property belonging to Lea 

Osueid, including the nell American-made camera, from the ‘home of Ruth Paine on 

Decoxber 8, 1963. He said that he had not uade the canera available 40 the 

authorities before February 2ly 196 becanse 1% ned never ocourred to him that 

“anyone would be interested in the eansra (CE 266)+ | 

’ 



The next docment in this series is an FDI report dsted March 26, 196) 

gumariging the interviews with Fobert Oswald and Karina Oswald bolmeen 

February 16 and 2h, already discussed, avi providing additional information 

which, in effect, occounted for the fact that the Imperial Reflex cancra had 

been overlooked in the searchos-and-scigures conducted at the Paine hone 

on Uoverber 22, 23 and subsequent eccasions.. The report states that Detective 

Jolin A. MeCabe of the Irving Police Department had assisted Dallas police officers 

ina search of the Paine promises on Noveaber 23; 1963 and was cortain that he had 

seen 8 light gray box camera in a box in the garage. UMecCabe said that he did not 

taxo the canera because he did now consider it to be of evidentiary value. He 

said that the Dallas police officers had not axamined the box containing the | 

camera, because he had already exanined it, and he said that he did not point 

out the canera to them (CE 2557). Indeed, none of. the Dallas police officers 

who wero presont on that oceasion could recall ever having seen the cancras bat 

“they all stated that if it had been discovercd during the search, they would 

have taken it in, | | ; a 

Detective UcCebe, the only person who can place the Imperial Reflex camera 

in the Paine garage on Hovenber 23, 1963, was not a witness before the Worren 

Commission. Robert Oswald, who is alleged to have taken tha camera torether 

with other belongings of Lee Harvey Oswald when he visited the Paine home on 

Decenbor 8, 1963, and who tured the camera over to the FSI on February 2h, “198k, 

did not testify on thase points and there is no record of the February 2h 

interview. In fact, from beginning to end we have only FBI reports as authority 

for thin histery of the chain of possession of the camera, According to this 

‘history, Detective McCabe saw the camera but did not attach importance to it or - 

mention it to the other police officers presente must exenine whether or not 

this is pleusible under the circumstances which prevailed when UcCabe ostensi bly 

sow the camerae Oo / ~ ) 

Discovery of the Phéterraphs | 

Dallas police officers had searched the Paine premises on Friday afterncon 

after the assassination and the srvost of Oswald, Michael Paine, who was preserts 

testified that one of the plainclothesmen - ot 

collected all the useless stuff in ovr house, he went around 

and collected all the files of Ruth, and a drawer of cameras, | 

mostly belonging to me. I tried to tell him one of the files 

- contained our music or something Like that, and the more I 

suggested it, that he not bother taking those, the more 

insistent be was in taking those objectssestheir (the Oswaids'} 

possessions wore searched by various waves of succecding a 

policemen, Dallas, and Irving and FBI, end what mote ) 

eo a 2 1:28



The following afternoon Dallas police officers Adancik, Moora, Stovall 
and Rose together with UcCabe of the ivving police reappoared at the Paine 
residence. Urs, Paine Geparted to do her narketing, leaving the policonen 
alone in her homo. Yhen she returnad, they hed departed (3H 85-87). 
During the time that the officers were alone on the premises » vhey discovered 
tha photographs of Oswald holding the rifle. The Dallas police officers 
were cxamined by comsol for the Warren Comission early in April 196), 
Ademcik claimed that the photographs were found while he was in the back of the 
gasaze3; he did not know who had found thon (7H 209}. Moore, on the other hand, 
said that he had ssen Detective Rose Cisoover the pictures. , 

Balin Did Rose show it to you out there? 

“core Yes, he did; at the tine he found it. 
Pelin “ere you near him when he found it? 

Boorg Yes, 

Belin How far away was he from you? 
Foore This was 2 one-car carare y ang it vould have to be 
cless. Four men searching in that garage. I would say 

iter of 3 ox 4 feet. 
{7H 215) 

Stovali aiso testified that Rese had found the photographs (7H 194). 
nself said, . 

I found two nevatives first that sh fod Lee SGswald holdin 
-arifle in hig hand, wearing a pistol at his hip, and vine 
with those negatives I found a developed pi CUTGsse8 picture 

% had been developed from the negative of him holding this rifle, and Detective McCabe was standing there and he 
found the other picture—of Oswald holding the rifle. 

(7H 232) 

Rose : 

Under theee ef rounstances, it is hardly plausible thet He Cabe, having 
‘participated in the di scovery of the photographs, would deore coz mplotely 
and say nothing to his edepanions about ay canera he Saw nearby. In any case, 
we do not have direct testineny fron NeCahe, despite the inportar ance af bis role 
in reletion to the photographs and the cauera, 

Ulsswhere wo discuss the discovery of the undated note which led to the 
disclosure by Marina Oswald of the story that Oswald had made the atisapt on 
the life of Coneral Walker, Pecause the undated note had remained in a bool 
in the Paine hone, undiscovered in the various searches by the Dalias police, 
the PBI on December bi, 1963, carefull ty collected all remaining property of the 

_ Osvalds from Mrs, Paine (CE 1,03), . But the Imperial Reflex cancra was overH 
looked again, end was then collected by Robert Oswald on Decenber 8, with 
various itens of apparel and paraphenalia such as an extension cord and a 

, pencil. s harpener which rad belonged to his dead brother, 



Ruth Pains, testifying on July 23, 196), was asked if she recalled what 

ings Robort Oswald had taken on December 8, 1953. She replied, 

| They took the clothes fron the closet, boxes and thines 
that I did not look into. IF havo heard from the police 
that it-also included an old camera which they had te 
chase later and went up to Robert Oswald's to find it. 

(11H 398) 

Again, a witness testifying under oath is unable to authenticate the whoreabouts 

of this important item of evidence3 again, we have only hearsay on which to rely. 

In earlier testimony on March 21, 196h, Ruth Paine provided arresting 

information which must give us pause in contemplating the elusive Imperial 

Reflex camera. 

Jemer Was there any picturetaxing during the period, 
during the fall of 1963, either in New Orleans or in 

Irving or in Dallas? 

Ruth Paine Not by either Lee or Marina that I heard of. 

Jenner And did you hear amy conversation between then 
in yout presence or with you with respect to his or they 
heaving a snapshot cazera or other type of camera to take 
pictures? 

Rute Paine Hor. the only reference to a camera was made 
by Lee when he hold up and showed me 2 camera he had bought 
‘in the Soviet Union and said he couldn't buy film for 16 in 
this country, it WAS A different size. 

Jenner Did they ever exhibit eny stapshots te you? 

Ruth Paine Yess, 8 few snapshots taken in Minsk.” 

venner But no snapshots of any | Bcenes in Anorica that 
thoy had taken? 

Ruth Paine No. 

Jenner Or people? 

indeed, in a group of about 75 photographs obtained in ‘search 1S-and~sei guresg 

which were identified by Marina Oswald in an FBI interview on January 31; 196), 

“ye find two photographs of the Cswalds with their daughter dune which were taken 

‘4n a photegraph booth in a bus stetion in Dallas but no other photographs taken 

in the United States with the Imperial Reflex camera. We are therefore forced 

to conclude that Oswald used that camera only to take two sets of incriminatine 

photographg——those of himself holding the rifle and the revolver alleged ‘to have 

been used in the murders of the Presiden and of ‘Mppit, and those of General 

. Valker's house alleged to have been taken preparatory to the attempt on his lifes 



No ones disputes the fact ‘that Osvald was a devoted father, even a doting father. 

It is a strain on credulity to believe that the Imperial Reflex camera wes in his 

possession and that he used 1t only for those two sets of incriminating pictures 

pub did not bother to photograph his little girl so that he would have a record 

of her babyhood and growth. It is a strain to believe that that sae camera 

was overlooked time and again in police searches; ond that it was in fact seen, 

and ultimately recovered, by witnesses who did not testify or did not testify on 

this specific matter under oath. We are depondent entirely on the FUT, which | 

in another context was considered by the Warren Commission lisclf to be a 

"questioned authority." 

Clearly it is a dubious story and an unsatisfactory and wholly inadequate 

procedure of “fact-finding, " esgcially when weighed against the discovery of the 

inerininating photographs by police officers in the absence of any witness and 

Oswaid'!s insistence that the photographs were fakes. 

The tuthenticity of the Photographs 

According to Captain Fritz, Oswald was confronted by the photograph of 

hinself holding the rifle at 6 pm on Saturday, less than 2h) hours before he 

was shot to death, with the following response: 

ile said the picture was not his, that the faeee -. 

was his face, but that this picture had been made 

by superimposing his face, the other part of the 

picture wag not him at all and that he had never 

geen the picture before...(he) said that he imew 

“il about photography, that’ he had done a lot of work 

in photogrephy himself, that the small picture was a 

yvedoeed picture of the large picture, and had been 

made by some parson unknown to him. He further 

stated that since he had been photographed here at, 

City Hall and that people hed been talking his picture 

while being transferred from my office to the jail 

door that someone hed been able to get a picture of 

Wis face and that with that, they had mede this 

picture. He told me..ethat in time, he would be 

le te show thet it was not his picture and that 

% had been made by someone else. 

(Italics added) (Warren Report pages 608-609) 

-As was true for the cameras we are wholly deoendent on the FEI and the 

testinony of an FBI expert in evaluating the authenticity of the photograph 

which Oswald charged was a forgery. Wa do not feel in a position to state 

a conclusive opinions bub we call attention to two features of the picture 

which are apparent to even the untrained eye. . 



One is the size relationship between Os: valid and the rifle shorm in the photograph. We know that Ow, ald was St 3" tall, fron the autopsy report (CE 1982) and thst the rifle is h9.2 " Jong (Varroa Report page 81), If an inch ie added to account for Osmaldts snoes, his heigits in the photograph is 70 inches Tho rifle ig therefore 57.4% of Oswald's height when shod, in the Pull-pare reproduction of the photograph (LIF= cover, Pebruary 21, 196k) s Oswald's height ‘Reasures 12.75 inches ang the rifle measures 7075 inches, If the rifle in tho photograph is ac tually the LO,o" Carcana, the man's height should be 13.5 inches Instead of 12.75, on the basis of the actual, proportions between the two, If the man in +} ne photograph is actually 70 inches tall, the rifle shovid measure 7e3 inches instead of 7.75. Therefore, (1) the man in the photograph is only Gh inches tall or S inches shorter than Oswald in bare feet, or (2) the n the vhotograph i actually He 6 inches long Bs or 2.) inches loncer 

caleulations presuppose, of course, the bsence of significant 

es @
 

iz ts 1 

apparent height of the man and apparent Length 
coh. On the sane basis let US examine the theory that oval 

3 
cy 

graphed with the Title he had received irom Klein's, on the assunption that he had received the 36 inch Carcans he had actually ordered, The 36 inch Careano would be 51% of Oswald's het. Leht of 70 inches when shed, and in the pho tograph the rifle should measure 52% of his apparent height — of 12.75 inches, or 7,6 inches instead of the 7475 inches actually measured. The discropancy becomes .12 inches instead of eS inches. 
Ve reiterate that this is not conclusive ang may not be significant or alid; bus it is to be ‘regretted that the 4 investigators did not whilize conparabive measurements of this kind in assessing the authenticity of the photograph. 

The second feature which is apparent to the casual eye is the seeming inconsistency in the direction of the shacovs in the photograph. | En the ‘Large prins ( E 7L6=A) one sees ‘clearly that the shadow of the man's bo iy falis bekind nim and to his rights bub the shadow under his nose falis in dead center and not tG the right and that the shedow under the eft side of the face alse avpears inconsistent with Light wtih ng from the deft and causing the shadow of the body to fall to the right. In an enlarged sontion of the photograph (CE 7h6.6 } the shadows under the nose and the bft 5 ide of the face are Seen even more clearly, 
, 



The FBI attempted to dem nonstrate thet the rifle in tre phot tograph Was 

the 10.2 inch Carcano found in the Depository by having an egent pose with 

that rifle in the sane posture as Osvald and with sunlight in the same 

direction, In the reenactnent photorrach the shadow of the agent's body 

falls behind him and to his right (sonewlat nore sharply than in the original 

photograph}. Consequently, we should be able to judge from the shadows undor 

the agent's nose and left side of the face whether or not the corresponding 

ghadows in the Oswald photograph are consistent with the shadow of the body. 

Bat the acont's face and head have been Khekod out completely! (CE 7h8). 

‘This was discussed with ©3I expert Shoneyfelt in his testimony of April 23, 

1964, Asked to explain why the head of the individual was blacked out, he said, 

I blanked out the head because it was one of the e 
employees of the FBI, and I felt it was desirable 
to blank out the head because it was not pertine 

\ (he 282) 

Ve do not wish to make bad puns about the rhi losing its head; bub must 

point out that in a recnactrent photograph teken in the backyard at the Neely 

Street address by the Dalles police erime lab, in the presence of Spcclal 

Agent Sorrels of the Se ecrot Service, the face of the standin has not been 

blacked out, albbhonuvch it has no greater perbinentcy than that of the FST 

agent (CZ 712}. But in thet photograph, thors is no attempt to duplicate 

the lightins, and the shadows on the standin's face do not help us w
 

r or
 

Fs}
 a 

in evaluating 2 ihe original photograph. 

The FEI's exercise in evasion is so blatant that we are teapted to 

consider it imocent, but it is a temptation we shall resist until the 

apparent conflict between the shadows in the original incriminating picture 

has been resolved in a satisfactory manner. 

Reecanitulation 

It is imvossible to understand why Oswald should have caused these danning 

photoeraphs to be madé, using a camera which was utilized only for incriminating 

pictures but never used for conventional photography, or why he shovld have left 

this evidence to be found and used againgt him when 4t easily could have been 

destroyed, It is not adequate to shrug this off as an aber vrabions there is 

an ob igatdon to discover a rational oxplanation, or a pattern of illogic into 

whioh this behavior Sits, and that obligation has not been fulfilled. 



Th R Comission has ignored completely the inportant and relevant question 
of where, and when, the incriminating photographs were developed and printed, 

and has not followed up the clue in Seth Kantor's notes abouts 501 Elm Strcet. 
The Commission has relied on hearsey evidence with respect to crucial Say 

fects relating to the discovery of the photographs and the chain of poscagsion 

of the canora. There is no FBI report of the rocovery cf the cancra fron 
¢ 

Rovert Oswald on February 2h, 196s by the agent or agents who vere present 
and too 

. “ possession of the canera on that dates; there is no sworn testimony 
fron Revert Oswald corroborating the circumstances described in later FBI 

reports. in relying on the FBI for the authent ication of the photegraphs, 

the Commission has relied——by its own criteria—-on a questioned authoritye rol 

No independent opinion from an outside expert has been cbtained, The oa 

problen of the shadows on the face versus the shadow of tke body in the 

ori cinal photogrash has been “solved” by olacking out the face of the standin 

ain the recnactment picture, for reasons 59 lane as to be confounding. 
> we 

In the light of all the anomalies diseussed, ‘we camnot conclude that 

the photogzrach is gomuine or that it is a forgery; but we do conclude that 

the Conniesion’ s procedures were so losse and its judgment so oblivious 

in consideriny this body of evidence that it would have been possible to 

Sntroduco freusviont evidence and have it accep pted as euthentic. 



pl hotogre anh seens fuller than one would expect from the d: 

ad Jr of Beverly ills, California, has compiled an album 

wich raises new questions about the authenticity of the photograph of 

Oswald with the rifle. The albun displsys a young man in the same pose 

under identical or very similar lighting (sunlight), whose face is not, 

olacked out, His body shadow falls behind hha to hig ripht, au docs 

Usviald's; but his nose shadow is entirely different, falling distinctly 
‘ 

to his right, while Oswald's nose shadow is clearly centered and symmetrical. 

The albun raises questions also about Oswald's hair, which bears a 

closer resezblance to the fu Li growth seen in photographs taken in 1959— 

1961 than to the thin sparser condition seen in the Novenber 1963. photos, 

ostensibly taken seven months after the "rifle" snapshot. It is j ossible, 

of course, that Oswald suffered an accelerated and draaatic loss of hair 

- during those seven months, although that is nob mentioned by witnesses. 

Yhe album makes a woll-taken point—that is, that the hair in the rifle 

given by Robert Oswald. He testified that when Oswald vevuriod from” 

the Soviet “rion in June 1962, the most noticeable chanve in lis 

appearance was that he had become rather bald (1H 330-331) « 

These discrepancies may not be conclusive but they should have been 

achknowledsed and eva aluated by the Warren Comission. 



’The Post Office Boxes 

‘Every FBI witness from Hosty to Hoover Himself emphasized and re~- 
emphasized that there was no reason before Novenber 22, 1963 to suspect | ° 

that Oswald was potentially vielent or dangerous. Consequently, the FBI‘ 
had no reason to report Oswald to the Secret Service in conection with. the. 
President's security during the Dallas visit. Presumably, then, the FEI =i 
was not amare that Oswald had ordered ‘and received firearms under an alias — 
at his post office box, as the Warren Comission has asserted, -(The Com- 
mission reasons, by the way, that Oswald ordered the weapons in the name of” 
Hidell so that they would not be. traced to him, but overlooks: the fact that 
‘this master criminal was carrying identification in the name of Widell when 
he was arrested——which is certainly at variance with its first inference. ) 

“°° Was the’ FBI really unaware that “lein's had shipped a rifle to NiZidell". 
at post office box 2915, Dallas? Let us examine: the replies provided by the ~ 

‘FBI to a series of questions regarding the handling of the Oswald case before 

; the assassination which were posed by the Warren Commission and which. raised 

| ; new questions which were neither explored nor resolved.’ ‘The FBI cormmurication | 

' .t0. the Commission includes the following passage (cK: eng page 5): 

_ 8. QUESTION: The report of SA Hosty of September ‘10, 1963 contains. ° 
. the following item: _ eae cn 

On April 21,° 1963 Dallas confidential informant T 
-advised that .LEE H, OSWALD of Dallas, Texas, was in 
contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New 
York City at which time he atvised that he passed out 
pamphlets for the car Play for Cuba Committee... . 
According to T-2, OSWALD had a placard around his neck 
reading, "Hands ore Cuba Viva Fideli®’ °° 

Is this information: correct as Of the date indicated,” and’ does it 
_ deseribe activities which. occurred before Oswald's move to New Orleans? 

ANSWER: Information from our informant, furnished to us on April a 
1583, was based upon ‘Oswald's om ssatenent contained in an undated 
letter to the Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC) headquarters un 
New York City. A:copy of this letter is included zs exhibit 61 ins 7 
our Supplemental Report dated January 13, 196)... 

. Our informant did not. know Oswald personally. and could’ furnish 1 no. 
further information. ‘Our investigation had not disclosed such - 
activity on: Oswald's part prior re) this > type of activity in. 

_. New Orleans. yp MET estar ; AE: iO re P05 of 



It is certainly clear that the FBI in April 1963 had access to the contents 

of letters written by Oswald, before those letters left Dallas, through an 

informer who was not personally acquainted with Oswald and who, it must be 

inferred, was able to intercept letters that he placed into the nails. In 

the case of the specific lotter mentioned under Question 8, Oswald gave his 

return address as PO Fox 2915 (Vincent T, Lee Deposition Exhibit No. 1), the 

sana box to which the Carcano rifle was sent. But the FBI probably knew ebout — 

that post office box.much earlier than April, from informers who transmitted 

information ebout Oswald's subscriptions to "subversive" publications like 

‘The Worker and the Militant. . -- : ; 

During this period the FBI took an interest in Oswela, according to - 

testimony and documents, because of the suspicion that he might have been’ - 

recruited as a secret agent. for a foreign goverment during his residence. 

abroad. A post office box is a good veliicle for the transmittal. of. clandestine 

messages such as might be sent to a secret agent by. his superiors. The FBI knew 

that Oswald maintained post office box 2915, and the FBI enjoyed excellent 

co-operation with the post office officials in Dallas. Ts it conceivable that 

the FBI did not keep a close and continuous watch on material delivered to 

that box, but did achieve the far more difficult feat of intercepting and 

reading Oswald's outgoing mail? It is preposterous! | 

We shall not comment on this practice in the context of the constitutional 

and civil rights of Oswald and the unknown numbers of citizens whose rights to 

privacy are violated by the FBI or other federal agencies except to express 

astonishment that the Warren Commission, presided over by the Chief Justice of 

the U.S. Supreme Court, did not see fit to mention, much less reprove, this 

invasion of the right to privacy. But it is not possible to excuse the 

Commission's failure to ask the FBI whether or not a mail cover was maintained 

on Oswald's post office box. Common sense insists that the box was under 

surveillance and that every piece of mail delivered to that box was faithfully 

reported to the FBI. 

On that assumption, the FBI must have known that a revolver and then 2 

rifle were delivered to Oswald's box addressed to Hidell. Is it credible that 

the FBI, knowing that Oswald had purchased firearms and under an alias, aware | 

that Oswald was manifesting pro~Castro and pro-Communist sentiments, considered 

him "harmless" and saw no reason to report him to the Secret Service? The 

moment Cswald accepted aélivery of a revolver or a rifle, he had to be 

regarded as potentially violent and dangerous to the man who had taken personal 

responsibility for the Bay of Pigs. ,



Ye confront the following possibilities: (1) that the FBI for its om 

inscrutable reasons neglected to maintain surveillance over mail delivered 

to Oswald's post office box, though it managed the more difficult foat of 

access to the contents of his outcoing Letters; (2) that the FDI did maintain» 
4 Watch on the post office box but that na weapons were delivered to hidell.or.. 

‘to Osvaids-or (3) that the FBI mainbained a ‘watch on the post office box.and. . 

was avare that Oswald had received two weapons under an alias, for purposes se 

with which the “BI was in: sympathy and did not wish to obstructe.. 0 oss 

vie do not suggest which theory is correct and which unfounded. “\e suggest - 

cay that it was a gigantic omission on the part of the arren Commission not 

ask the questions that should have been. ask ed, and not to obtain reliable ., 

answers. . without such. answers, the three possibilities remain ‘pon~including, os 

the possibility that would, if confirmed, demonstrate that an innocent Yswald 
‘Was also the victim of a conspiracy whose. primary, viobim was the -Presi dent 

“of the United States. BOP Es GAT 8 . 
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” Oswald in Detention 

One aspect of the Oswald case that has remained constant throughout is that. 

the accused assassin steadfastly maintained that he was imnocent, from the moment 

‘of his arrest until he was shot to death. The Report records this fact but does 

not evaluate Oswald's posture of innocence in relation to the apparent wealth of 

incriminating evidence, both on his person or at locations to which he unhesitatingly 

directed the police. Nor does the Report reflect significant elements of Oswald's 

behavior on arrest or in detention, reported in documents and in the testimony of 

witnesses. 

‘This material suggests, for example, that even as Oswald was being subdued 

and placed under arrest he was apprehensive of sudden death. Johnny Calvin Brewer 

testified, 

_As they were taking him out, he stopped and turned 

arround and hollered, "I am not resisting arrest," 

about twice. "I am not resisting arrest." And 

they took him on outside. (7H 6) 

‘The same report is found in written statements of police officers Bob Carroll 

(CE 2003, page 81) and K.E, Lyon (CE 2003, page 91). If Oswald was genuinely 

apprehensive of death at the hands of the police, on the pretext that he was 

attempting to escape, he mist have believed that he was marked for a frameup, 

as he later charged explicitly. ) 

‘Sergeant Gerald L. Hill was in the car with Oswald and other policemen en 

route from the Texas Theater to the police station. Hill testified, 

tle got the suspect to the city hall as rapidly as 

possible...and we explained to him this--I did, 

before we got into the basement, that there would probably | 

be some reporters and photographers and cameramen waiting 

..eand that if he so desired...he could hide his face 

.)4.as we pulled into the basement...(I) told the suspect 

‘again he could hide his face if he wanted to. And he 

said, "Why should I hide my face, J haven't done anything 

to be ashamed of." (7H 59) 

A similar report is found in the testimony of John G. McCullough, a . Philadelphia 

reporter. 
. He atone tine, when he was walking along the corridor 

-¥..he held his hands. high so that the handcuffs he was 

wearing would be seen on camera. And this struck me 

as a little unusual, because having had many, many years 

as a police. reporter, I have seen people who were charged 

with crimes try to. cover their face. He made no such 

movements.» (15H 382)



Men have killed presidents and felt no need for shame, regarding their deed 

as righteous and confessing it freely and with pride. Oswald does not fall into 

that category. He insisted that he was innocent and that he had done nothin 

~-by society's standards—for which he needed to feel shame. It is interesting 

that at the same time Oswald made no attempt to conceal his Marxist convictions, 

_which in Texas might arouse far more fury than mere murder. It seems strikingly 

inconsistant on the psychological level that Oswald should reveal and defend highly 

unpopular political commitments, but exercise secrecy and cunning about deeds 

presumably inspired by those commitments and therefore, in his own mind, justified 

“by high motives. 

The records indicate that Oswald repeatedly claimed that he was the 

"victim of a frameup. Seth Kantor's handwritten notes show that Oswald told 

reporters at 7.55 pm on Friday, . 

nItm just a patsy." 

(Kantor Exhibit 3, page .366) 

William Whaley, the taxi driver, gives a vivid picture of Oswald in the lineup 

“held on Saturday afternoon. 

He showed no respect for the policemen, he 

told them what he thought about them. They 

knew what they were doing and they were trying 

to railroad him and he wanted his lawyer. 

(2H 261) 

On Saturday Oswald had visits from his wife, his mother, and his brother 

Robert. Robert testified that he had tried to point out that the evidence 

against him was overwhelming, and that Oswald replied, 

Do not’ form any opinion on the so-called 

evidence. (1H 468) 

Robert's diary adds the following graphic details: 

All the time we were talking I searetied his eyes 

for any sign of guilt or whatever you call it. 

‘There was nothing there--no guilt, no shame, no 

nothing. Lee finally aware of my looking into 

his eyes, he stated, "You will not find anything 

there." . (CE 323, page 13) 

Latér on the same day Oswald was interviewed in his cell by H. Louis Nichols of! 

the Dallas Bar Association, whom he told, 

“if I can find a lawyer here who believes in. 
anything I believe in, and believes as I believe, 
and believes in my innocence as much as he can, oo 

_I might let him represent me. — 2 
oo (7H 329) 7 

o-



) Finally, the Warren Commission has omitted from its Report this next 

testimony, and it is really very difficult to excuse this omission. 

Detective B. H. Combest, who was at Oswald's left side when he was shot 

by Ruby, related what happenod after the shot. ) 

I didn't hear hin say a word hardly, after he had been shot. 
He was moaning at the time Jimmy Leavelle, Graves, and I laid 
him dowm on the floor and removed the handcuffs that he had on 
him.e.eAt the time I asked hin and talked to him trying to get | 
him to make a staterent to me at the time. Especially, after 
I realized how serious the wound was, When we first asked 

him he appeared to comprehend what I was saying.ee 

i told him was there anything that he wanted me to toll 
anybody or was there anything he wanted to say right now 
before it was too late...trying to let him know if he was 
ever going to say anything he was going to have to say it 

then, 

Hubert You thought he was dying? 

Combest Yes, sir; I did. © 

Hubert And do you think you used language to him to convey 
to him your idea that he was dying? 

Combest Yes, sir. 

Hubert Did you get any indication that he actually understood 
what yt you were trying to convey to him? 

Combest ‘When I first started asking him he did. He looked up 
at me, scemed to recognize that I--xho was talking to hime. 

_ Hubert But, he didn't say veined 

Combest No, sir; just shook his head and I said, "Do you have 
anything you want to tell us now," and he shook his head...f 
kept talking to him as. long as I * chought that he would try to. 
answer me, hoping that he would give a dying declaration on 

y h : ° 

It is perfectly clear, then, that we are confronted not only by Osrald's 

~ Ansistence on his innocence during the interrogations end in the police 

fy corridors, but also as he lay dying, lmowing that he was dying. Surely the 

significance of Combest's testimony did not escape the Warren Commission? 

Their "assassin" indicated even as he was being arres sted fear of 2a frameup; 

he said explicitly that he was a patsy; he implied that the "overwhelming 

evidence" was fraudulent; and had no word or gesture ‘of confession even when. 

he knew that he was fatally wounded. . It was the Commission's duty to weigh 

‘these facts, even af they remained convinced after wei ghing thei that Oswald 

never thel ess was guilty, and to defend that conclusion, ‘This was ‘net done. fUTTLE Oc. 

- Mone of. the relevant testimony was included in the Report.. e, then, must 

_ evaluate these matters, and decide for ourselves what they reveal, about the 

Commission as well as Oswald. 

t-



The Interrogation of Osvaid 

We have excerpted and presented in the form of a single narrative the. 

responses given by Oswald to questions pul, to him during the interrovation 

sessiong during his detention hy the Dallas police, as reported by Captain 

Fritz in Appendix XI of the Warren Report. . 

Friday Novenbor 22,1963 - 

My fulk name jis Lee Harvey Oswald. Yes, I work at the Texas School Book 

Depository. I usually work on the secomwl floor but sometimes my work takes 

mé to all the other floors. faotes Oswald probably said that he usually worked 

on the Sirst flicor, not the sacond floor as reported by Frite./ At the tine 

the President was shot. I was having my lunch on the first floor. The police 

officer stcpned me on the second floor while I was drinking « coca cola. 

— Tleft the building because there was $80 muct excitement that + didn't 

think there would be any more work done that day; anyhow, the company is not 

particular about hours, I don't have to punch ¢ clock, so I thought iv would 

be all right to take the rest of the efterncon off, 

No, i do not ow a'rifle, out I saw one at the Depository a Tew days ago. 

Ure Truly an some of the others were looking at it. , 

When I heft work, I went te my room on North Beckley and cherged my 

trousers. | gob ny pistol and wevt to the picture show; why? yeu iknow hoi . 

boys do when they have a gun, ‘they Jost ‘carry Ate 

Yes, I was in the Soviet Union for three years; I have corresponded with 

the Soviet Embassy. ) : 

(FBI agent) Hosty mistreated my wife on two different occasions; he 

practically accosted her. - No, I have not been to Mexico City. I attended 

school in New York and Fort Worthy then I went inte the Marinss, where 1 finished 

my high scncol’ education, Iwon the usuel marksmanship medais while in the 

Marines. . . | . 

By political veliefs? I have none but I do bolong to the Fair Viay for 

Cubs Committee, the headquarters are in New York City. I was secretary of the 

New Orleans Pair Play for Cuba Committee whea I lived there. I support the 
Castro revolution. . 

i didn't rent the room on Beckley in the nane of O. He Lee. It was uy 

landlady; she didn't understand my name correctly. — 
Ax I permitted to have an attorney? I would like to talk to We. Abb, on 

attorney in New Yorks a rneoe ok ok )



fron a 

‘he did 

Covmentary He interrupt the narrative at this point in order to comment ori 

‘certain lof Oswald's statements, and on the Friday interrogation as a whole. 

At the time the President was shot t was having my Jnmch 

‘on the first floor. - 

Ye/have already discussed Osweld's know movements “at the Depository on 

| Friday 

and Wil 

-srorning before the assassination and the testimony of Eddie Piper 

dina Shelley, who stated that they had seen Oswald on the first floor 

at noon|or ten minutes of noon respectively. The Warren Report does not 

mention that testimony, even with the usual remark that the witnesses were 

probably mistaken. We consider that the testinony given by Piper and Shelley 

has probative value with respect to Oswald's statement that he was having his 

lunch on the first floor. The Commission has determined that Oswald did not 

bring lunch to worl on that day3 however, it made no attempt to establish 

wretrer| or not Oswald had purchased his lunch. By ell Wesley Frazier testified (2H 221) 

that some of the men brought their lunch and some bought it at the Depository, 

caterer who. came around at about 10 o'clock every morning Ina 

conscientious investigation, that caterer would have been interviewed, to see 

whether or not Oswald obtained lunch fron him regularly, and whether or not 

it 

aid th 

so on that Friday. 

is true that ot a later interrogation session, Oswald is allegcd to have 

at he had ‘brought his lunch from Irving that morning. if he actually. said 

that, it appears to be a falsehood, But there is no transcript of whet he said 

krould heve done no harm to question the caterer and to establish that 

id jdid, or did’ not,. purchase Junch that day. At that seme subsequent. 

ation, Oswald also said (according to Frits) that he ate lunch with 

* the colored boys. who worked with him, one who was called Junior and 

the other a little (short) man whose name he did not know; and (according. to 

_F5T ccont Dookhout) that he ate lunch alons but recalled that two Nepro 

omployees had walked through the room, one called Junior and the other a 

short 3 individual whose name he could not recall but whom he would be able to 

POCOMLses 
fam 

he and 

he had ¢ 

was saneone else in there 3 put he could not remember yho (3H 189}. 

“he two nen described by Oswald appear to correspond with James Jarman, Jre, 

and Harold Norman. Harold Norman testified that he "got with James Jarman, 

I got together on the first floor," after Norman had eaten his Lunch 3 

eaten in the domind room on the first floor, and thought that "there 

Therefore, if we assume that Oswald was Lying and was not actually present 

on the £ irst floor, we must acknowledge that by phononens) 1 tuck ov coincidence 

he deseribed tyro men who were indeed there, although there was no basis far 

expecting or predicting that. 
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The 

when he was 

The. police officer stopped me on the second 

floor while Ll was drinicing a coca cola. 

Warren Report (page 151) asserts that Oswald had nothing in his hands 

stopped by tha police officer, citing the testimony of H.L. Baker 

rt also establishes a time table for Oswald's mowenonts 
and Roy Truly. The Ret 

hetween tro shots (12.30) en@ his exit from the frent door of the Depository 

(12.33)., On the basis of reenactnents by police officer Baker of his dash 

from a position about 200 feet from Ela and Housten to the second floor of the 

» Oswald is allowed from 1. 25 to 1.50 minutes to run domstairs fron 
Deposito 

the sixth to the second floor and to go through the door to tho Lunchroom. 

A stand-in for Oswald was able te do 

second % 

ints ace 

preceded| 

Qin 

- gan oniy 

the unic 

floor. 

Th 

and 3 

tlis in 1 minute 18 seconds, and ina. 

This is very neat but it does not take 

to outrun Truly, not Baker. Truly had 

steps toward the third floor when he 

in 1 minute 14 seconds, 

unt the fact that Oswala had 

Baker and had run up several 

that Beker was no longer behind him end returned to the second floor 

(page 152). As the reenactments did not establish Truly's speed, we 

say that his minimum time was 1.25 minutes minus "x", which represents 

own difference in time between Trulyts and Baker's arrivall on the second 

Oswald ran down in the minimm time of 1 minute 1) seconds 
refore, if 

ker ran up in the minimum tine of 1 uinute 1b seconds, Truly would have 

seon Osyald coming down-—unless "yt was less than one~sixticth of a second, 

Under American justice, or common sense, no man should be found guilty of a 

capital exime on the basis of such sicrascopic fractious of a sccoride 

The problem diminishes it we decide arbitrarily that Oswald ran down at 

the ridnimu tine of i mimute Us seconds and Baker ran up at the maximun of 

1 minate 30 seconds. — This would give Oswald a margin of safety of 16 seconds 

nims "x", Bet it would leave only 30 seconds for the whole encounter, including 

the arrival of Truly, his exchange of remarks with Baker, and their departure. 

It is difficult to estimate this at less than half a mimute. Yet at the end of 

the 30 seconds Oswald was seen by ls. Reid walking nto the office carrying a 

279) that Oswald was full sottle of coca cola. Mrs. Reid testified (38 

moving at a very slow pace. Im order to stay within the Commission's recon 

struction, therefore, we must believe that Oswald urgently fished out coins and 

operated the soft-drink machine, obtaining bis coca cola in the fraction of 

the half-minute available beth for the enco uniter with Baker and Truly and the 

manipulation of the machine~—~and_ having accomp. 

slow pace. 

when he 

officer, and. all the consequences, which w 

ished this, slackened to a very 

The alternative ig te believe that Oswald was speaicing the truth 

seid that he was drinicing ° a coca cola when he was stopped by the police 

vould flow from thate 



descri 

Ko, I do not om a rifle, but I-saw one at the 
Depository a few days aso. Hr. vruly and some 
of the others were Jooking ab it. 

ow 
FDI agent Hosty testified bef ore the Commission on ay 5, 196). Le was esked 

he had questioned Roy Truly about Oswald's allegation that he had seen a rifle 

pe
 

Ry
 

in Trely* S possession. Hosty said that he had not questioned Truly about this 

and did mot know if anyone else had done so, A discussion off the record then 

followed, after which general counsel J. Lee Rankin stated that it had been 

reported to him that Truly had been questioned and that he denied the incidents 

(kit 472). A short while later Ur, Rentcin made a further statement: he. admitted 

“that he jhad been in error; that "there was a statement by Mr. Truly in regard to 

tro rifles in which he explains it, as he says, innocently" (lH 7h). 

This incident suggests that both witness and counsel were predisposed to 

‘assume that Oswald had been guilty of falschood when, in fact, he was telling 

the truth. Hosty apparently did not think it worthwhile even to male 

inquiries; and counsel hastily assumed that Truly had denied a story which 

“4n faet|he had corroborated. 

“e need not belabor this point or its implications, 

fosty mistreated my wife on two different occasions; 

he practioaly ‘accosted her. 

itz stated in his seport on the interrogation of Oswald that he had: become 

“very upset and arrogant. with Agent Hostys. «then Agent Hosty attempted to talk to 

nan, he would hit his fist on the desk" ‘(Warren Report, page 601), Hosty 

‘ and FEI agent “Bookhout, reportinz on the same incident, said that Oswald 

icuffed with his hands behind him and thet, on Osx vald's request, Fritz 

nel handcuffs removed and refastencd with Oswald's hands in front of himy 

is outburst against the FBI in general and Hosty in particular.(4H 467). 

is true that Hosty saw Marina Oswald on two different occasions. She 

ed these encounters to the Warren Commission as entirely anicable, as 

almost tantamount to a- social call. However, she refused to be interviewed 

by the jsame Hosty on Koverber 26, 1963, and at that time sho indicated to — 

- Robert Oswald that she had an. aversion to Hosty. Robert Oswald, who was. 

present when this incident took places testified that Eosty's manner was_ 

harsh am threatening (2H 109-110). 

nsequently, there are sufficient grounds to warrant the assumption that 

“Marina Oswald's aecount to her msband of Hosty's two visits, whether truthful 

or not arxed, Oswald's outburst against the FBI agent, in the splendid tradition 

of a aan “protecting his mate. His bitlerness and anger were neither feigned nor 

invatiqnals 



No, I have not been to Rextco City. 

| Captain Frits reports that "“r.Hosty also asked Oswald if he had been to 

Hexico City, which he denied" (Warren Report, page 601). Hosty and Dookhout, 

reporting on the sane interrogation session, stated that Iswald said that "he 

nad never been in Mexico except to Tijuana on one occasion (page 612) « 

Harry D, Holmes, postal inspector ani PRI confidential informant Dallas T-7; 

‘was present at the interrogation of Oswald on Stinday morning, before he waa shot 

to death in the Dallas polico basement. Re was asked if Qswnid bad seid anything 

about going to Hexica, ami he replied, 

Yes, To the extent that mostly ebout—wvell—he didn't spend, 

Whore did you get the noney?" He didn't have much none; and 

% didn't cost much monoy. He aid say that where he 
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fal
e 

spother ridiculous small azount to stay all night, ant 

at he wert to the Mexican imbassy to try to get this 

ermission to go to Russia by Guba, bub most of the talks 

shat ho wanted to tall: aboot was how ho got by with a Little 

enount. They said, "Sell, who furnished you the money to mo 

to Uoxico?®: "Well, 1t didnt: take mach money." And it was 

giong that angle, was the conversations 

Belin Did he adwit that he went to Hexi cot 
Seed 

Holmes Oh, VSSe ; : (7a 303) 

Ha
d 

t
d
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Belin Is this something & 

up from just reading the p 

renenber hearing? . 

Holm That is he said in there ant oimes x i what . an * (7: 30h) 
as 

hat you think you might have picked 

epera, ov is tiie something you 

Four days later counsel Belin questioned another witness, detective LC. Graves. 

oh 

Belin What about the intervozation? Doe you remauber 

any subjects that were covered? 

Graves Well, I couldn't think of He. Kelley's nome, the 

Thos tans, but he questioned Jswald along the ins ef his 

activity in Mexico ani in Nussis. 

Belin Do you remember whether or not Oswald atimitted that 

he was in Hexico?: 

Graves I beldeve he did admit it, (78 287) 
Lo eo 

chimes and Graves testified in April 196k. The Comission obtained affidavits - 

Thonns felley, on July 30, 1964, and from Forrest V. Sorrels on durust 6, 196k: 

of these Seeret Service officials attested that they did not recall that 

Oswald) was questioned or made statements about a trip to Mexico or about plans . 

"to travel to Cuba (78 S60 and 598). 



Ye 

bald sta 

Was even 

testinoy 

fea Leave 14 to common sense to decide which is the more ‘convinclng—the 

tenonts by Kolloy and Sorrels that they did not reneaber that Oswald 

y of Holmes and Graves. 

asked about his visit to Mexico at that interrogation session, or the 

The FBI had recoived information from the 

Citys; it is hardly eredible that he was not 
CIA about Oswald's stay in Mexico lity; 

questioned repeatedly about his activit 

ond he had no reason to deny his trip. 

the Warren Commission has chosen to obtain affidavits which contradict the 

witnesses who gave answe 

mld "repeatedly and blatantly lied to the police” (Warren Report, page 289). 

illegal 

that Isa 

“1% seems en 

¥ B; a& bed » 

asked him to Leave. 

wonder 

not even 

that he 

’ Hesty ar 

"he further adaitted that he was Living 

whe nane of 0.8. Lee." 

_ The Cops: 

bitterly on November 18, 1963 when § 

t in the rooming house under an assumed NAR» 

the precediag 

_ It must be as! 

episode by 

"When Oswald rented this yoon 

sordinz 

Oswald had donc nothing 

In the face of the testimony, 

ties there. 

vs favorable to Usrald, and then to pronounce solemnly 

room on Feckley in the nene of 

Lean she didn't under~ iondiadys 
nd my mane correchiy.e 

athry. 
to the Report (page 182) examination of the register at the 

wos in Oswald's handuriting. 

Ho had 

house revealed that the signatures O.H. Lee" ¥ 

iy credible that he vesistered under that assumod nance 

+ another rooming house for a woek and the landlady, Marty Bledsoe, had 

whother or not justifiably, that his history Oswald felt, * 

the Soviet Union and his unpopular political views had provoked 

i Bi 

eviction from the roonins house / Sail 

ase vEmed names 

fence in 

sal from jobs and pexhap 

registered at the Seckley Street establishnent under an 

the Comission has seen this as criminal in nctivation. Hor ig it certain 

protermied that his Jandi ay had misunderstood his name, 

12 Goolshout, reporting on the sane inverrogebion session, stated thas 

at 1006 5, Beckley in Dallas, Toxass 

Hosty testified (4H 467) in the same vein. 

ission has accepted the story thet Oswald and his wife guarreled 

she learned for the first tine that he was 

She had telephoned there on 

as Frits reported 

day and had been told that no one named Oswald was Aiving shor Ge 

shed if we have been given a truthful or comlete account of this 

Ruth Pains, on whom the Comission has relieds 
Marina Oswald and ! 

aut to give birth to a second ¢ ehkild Horina was aor 

Wald provi ided’ the telophone mumber of the rooming house go thet he could 
and Os 

pe notified as soon as the birth geome imminent, There would have beer oo 

point to giving that telephone : mimber if in fact he was living unter an alias 3 
* 

Wa wi thot at specifying thet the caller showld ask for im as O.H. Lee. 
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Oswald wanted to be informed of the birth; it is obvious from his behavior when 

the event actually took place that it had great meaning for him and brought hin 

great happiness, It is hardly plausible that he would have been so self. 

defeating as to make arrangenents to be informed of the birth under which he 

could not be reached. 

It) is also somewhat implausible that Marina Oswald would have quarreled 

bitterly with Oswald merely because she discovered that he was living wnder an 

assuned 

Oswalidt 

and sho 

his trij 

a erisi 

as to. avoid hostility and eviction? 

if 

When ne 

HO 

whole. 

names According to her own testimony, the had maintained silence about 

8 Supposed attempt to kill Walker and then his alleged intention to stalk 

ot Richard Nixony she had also collshorated with Oswald in concealing 

p to Kexlco City from Ruth Paine and others. Why, then, should she make 

S of so relatively unimportant a natter as his livine under an alias so 
Indeed, she “laughed at such foolishness" when she 
learned he was using "Hidell" as an alias (1H 6h). 

we accept the story that the Commission has.accepted, we must believe that 

Uswald as well as Oswald himself nenifested irrational feelings and behavior, 

ither 3 is considered irrational in the patholorical sense. 

should now give some thougkt to this Friday interrogation session as a 

We have analyzed some of Osunid's ansvers; 3 bot we should also examine 

the questions that were put to him im: ediately after his arrest for the surder 

of Tippit and on suspicion of the assassination of the President. He was asked: 

1. Tid he wor at the Depository, and on which floor 

2, Where was he when the President vas shot | 

'3,. Where was he when he was stepped by a policeman (Saker) and Truly 

‘hh. “ny did he leave the Depository and where did he go 

S. Did he om a rifle | 
6. why did he carry a pistel to the Texas Theater 

7. Had he been to Ruasia, and had he written to the Soviet Enabassy 

« Had he been to Mexico City | a 

9, What were his political beliefs 

10. @hy did he rent.a room on N.Beckley in the name of 0.1, Lee 

Ti. Had he won medals for rifle shooting in the Marines 

It is noteworthy that not one question was asked which sug egested saspicion by 

the police.or the FBI that Oswald may have been a member of a conspiracy to 

assassinate the President, although when this interrogation took plece (between 

about 2 [ane h pm Friday afternoon) the whole country and the whole world took it 

for granted that extrenists had plotted and carried out the » assassination, perhaps 

even a coup aletat.



“ “It ds also noteworthy that the naze TMippit ig not found once in the 
uo Gusstions put to Oswald immediately after his arrest, ostensibly for the 

. . marder of Nypit. Ona may say that the police naturally were more preoccupied 

“with the assassination; very well, but Fri ti, had just come fron the Depository, 

where ehicken renains were found vhich were thought for at least 2) hours to 

point to a sniper who had hidden in the building in preparation for his foul 

deed. | Oswald was not asked about the chicken remains or about the possibility 
that he had helped a fellow-assassin conceal himself and later escape from the 

. Depository. Strangest of all, Oswald himself at midnight did not appear to 

be aware that he was suspected of or charged with the assassination of the 

President (Warren Report, page 201). Posing that against the allegation that 

no transcript was made of the interrovation of 2 suspect in what was surely 

the nosb important crime ever committed in the city of Dallas, it becomes 

impossible to avoid some scepticisa about the police version of the interrogation. 

Purtheracre, we have been left completely in the dark about the interrozation 

of Oswalld which took place on Friday after the first session, The Warren Repar t 

(page 198) informs us that he was questioned for five hourg and fifty minutes 

in four sessions between ).20 and 11.25 pm, but not one report on these 

- interrogations is found anywhere except for a report by FBI agent Manning 

| CG. Clements (pages 61h-617) dealing mainly with the contents of Oswald's 

wallet! ‘Clements’ report is the only one relating to the interrogations 

which took place on Friday November 22nd which mentions the name “Nidell.” 

It is clear that Oswald was asked about the alias 0.1. lee that: afternoon, 
when police of rficer rs sent to search his oom on North Beckley Street learned 

that ke was registered there under that name, But testimony from the police 

‘ officers who brought Oswald from the Texas Theater to the police station 

indicates that Detective Pavl Bentley (who was not a witness before the — . 

Commission} had looked into Oswald's wallet en route from the theater and, 

‘presumably, had seen the forged draft card in the name of Hidell which bore 

Oswald's photograph. _ it is astonishing, then, that he was’ asked nothing 

; about the alias Hidell, but was asked about 0,H, Lee, at the first interrogation. 

- As Hark Lane put it to the Commission on March h, 196), 

I think it is interesting that the name Lee as an alias was 
released immediately, although soue investigation was required 
to secure that alias. But the name A, Hidell was not released 
as an alias, although that was present and obvious by mere 
‘search of Oswald's person when he was arrested...the first 
release of the name A, Hidell came from the district attorney’ s 
office after the FBI had indicated that: Oswald had purchased 
en Italian carbine under that nane, (28 16) 

_ (see mext Page) . 



V Although it is not included in the Commission's accounting of the interrogation 

sessions, we find in the testimony that Secret Service agent Forrest Sorrels 

interrogated Oswald "early in the evening of November 22" in the presence of 

Winston Lawson of the White House Secret Service detail. Sorrels testified 

(7H 353) that Oswald "was arrogant and a belligerent attitude about him" and 

that after he had answered a number of questions he had said that he didn't 

care to answer any more. Lawson gave quite a different description of the 

same interrogation (4H 356). He said that "Oswald just answered questions as 

asked to iim. He didn't volunteer any information. He sat there quite 

stoically,..he didn't seem to be belligerent at all..." Lawson said further 

that he didn't believe that Oswald particularly resented the interrogation 

and that he believed that Oswald had answered all the questions put to him. 

(Lawson also volunteered a significant piece of information which was ignored 

by the Commission--he said that he had been calicd out to answer a telephone 

call fromthe Preventive Research Section of the Secret Service and that 

‘they gave us some information on people that it might have been--a case 

that wasnit Oswald." The Warren Report (page 30) nevertheless maintains 

that during the preparations for the trip. to Dallas a check of the 

Preventive Research Section records revealed no listing for any person 

in Dallas| or Fort worth deemed to be a potential danger to the President!) 



another |e 

The nattor of Hide liisa complex on? and is considercd in detail iin 

chapter, Here, lot us turn now to the interrogations on vaturday. 

; rods. : 

I work 4 

‘bub the 

Saturdey Rovenber 23, 1963 (morning) 

I picked uo. the name "Hidell" in Now Orleans while working in tho Fair 

Nog 

‘Play for Cuba Committee organization, Yes, I speak Russian and I correspond 

“with ped ole in Russia and receive newspapers fron there, | 

T do not own any rifle at all. I had a snall rifle once, sone years 

ago. You can't buy a rifle in Russia, orly shotgms, I had one there and 

- hunted once in a while, when I was living in the Soviet Union. Ko, I didn't 

bring any rifle from New Orleans. My personal possessions are stored in a 

garace at Hrs. Painets home in Irving, I have a few other things in my room 

on Beckley. 

When I left the Depository I took a bus to a stop near my room and walled 

the rest of the wey there, I got the bus transfer on that ride, Oh, yes-~I did 

ride in a cab, ‘ne bus I took near the Depository got into heavy traffi¢ and. 

was going too: slowly, so I got off and ¢ esught a cab, I remember when I got in 

the taxt 

another 

Noy 

donté ky 

work wit 

The 

Le arn By 

a lady came up who also wanted it bub the driver told her to take 

cab. . 

T never told 1 Hesley frazier that I was going to Erving for curtain 7 

en I got hone atter the cab ride, I changed both my shirt and trousers 

going to the show. ‘The cab fare was about 85 cents. I put the soiled 

nd. trousers in the clothes hetper.s— | 

an the President was shot I was having lunch with some of the colored boys 

ith, one called dunior and the other is a little short men whose name I 

tow. For Iunch I had a cheese sandwich and some fruit, atch I brought to 

Wtme. No, I did not bring any long packace to work. | 

reason my wife lives with Mrs. Paine is that she is helping her to 

ission, and Mrs, Paine helps "y wife to care for our young baby, It is 

@ nice arranroment for both of then. I don't imow Michael Paine very well, 

He and | nis wife seem to be separated.a lot of the time. to, I don't own a car 

Paines have two Cars, © i-havs some sea bags with a lot of my personal. 

belongings in their garage; ‘Ileft them there when I returned from New Srlenmns 

ain September. 
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i have a brother, Robert, who lives in fort Worth. The Painss are close 

friends|of mine. Ho, I have never belonsed to the Communist Party or nad a 

card... vit I do belong to the ACLY: I paid 15,00 dues, | 

Z am not going to tell you anything avout the pistol. I bought it soveral 

tinc by 

“months abo in Fort torth. Jes, I have been questioned before, once for a long 

tho FBI, when I got back from the Soviet Union. They uso various 

apnroachose--hard and soft, the buddy method, yes, Lan very fanilier with the 

techniques of interrogation. ‘But I don't have to answer amy questions, you 

know, until I talk to my lawyor. f don's have the money to phone “ar. Not. 

Ne, I don't want another attorneys I want to talk to Abt first. Tf don'+ know hin 
5 

personally but I know about a case in which Abt defended some people whe were 

accused of violating the Sith Act. if I don't get Abt, I feol sure that the 

ACLU will provide ne with a lanyer--tiat is one of the services, ACL! helps 

« people ¥ 

In 

tho reed attorneys and are unable to get theme 

Yow Orleans I lived at 1907 Hogagzine Strect and I had a job at the 

Neiliy Compauy near that address, I had a Little trouble there as 2 a 

result of my working with the fair Play for Cuba Comnittes-——a fight with some 

anti-Castro poople. . I had a debate on a radie station in Yew Orleans with 

‘)/those anti-Castroites. 

I haven't any views on the President. { ike his family very well. f 

om views about national policy. 

| I refused to take a lie-detector test when the FSI asked me, axi I 

nity don'% intend to take one nove 

wntery A mumbor of the answers attributed to Oswald by those present at 

gt 

terrovation undeniably are false; otlers may or may not be falsce 

- Tpieked uo the name "Hidell" in New OrLeansess 

discussed elsewhere, there is considerable doubt that "Hidell" was an 

e . 
ze) 

skyvented by Cswald, If the purchase documents for the revolver and the 

rifle dre acthentic, the neme Hidell care into use in dJamary 1953, some months 

“H, 

Osuaid's stay in New Orleans, 

Yes, I speak Rusrian and = sorresrond with 

people in itussia and receive newspapers 

from trere. 

“hese remarks, if actually made by Oswald, throw considerable light on his 

character. “hen he returned from the Soviet Union, Oswald wrote a mmber of 

and worked on a manuscript for a book, in which he expressed bitter 

disillusion with the organization of society in the Soviet Union, He excorlated . 

the bureasuocracy and the monotony of Lite for the ordinary imiividusl, and dis- 

unequivocal disappointment and even disgust with the results of the 



first zrest Socialist revolution, Mow he found hinself a suspost in two nurders, 

irmmrisoncd in the jail of a clty which was notorious for its extreme anbi-Comsmnist 

possicons——a city in which his political comvictions perhaps were more dawiing than 

the crine of assassination. In his Place, the tesptabion to denounce tle Soviet 

Union and atl its works must have been great. Yet he made no anbi-~Coviel ronarks; 

on. tho lcontrary, he made no attempt to conceal his pro-Castro views and activities 

or his ctestation of the FBI and, in @ subsequent interrogation, freely declared 

that be was a Marxist. This took courage, integrity, and idealion—ospeclally 
s 

in tre |setting in which Oswald found hinsclf’. 

My nersonal possessions ere stored in a parace 

at Gore. Fraine's howe in iyvine. 

Tt must be esked why the man who never ceased to insist that he was innocent 

of the |crimes with whieh ho had baen charged blithely directed the police to his 

stored |possessions, among which they founé the highly inerimneting photographic 

evidence wiich ha mst have know would tighten the noose around his neck. The 

official theory is that Oswald sneaked inte the garage the night before the 

assascination to get his rifle; why did he not take the opportiuvity to sestroy 

‘the photocrarhs of himself holding that rifle and the revolver, ax! the negatives 

which betrayed the forgery of the selective service and Nerine Corps cards in the 

nana of Hidell? To direct the police to that compromising evidence wiieh he had 

not token tha trouble to destroy, when he might easily have done so, aml at the 

samo time to maintain his innocence, is another irr. tionel act by a rational man 

. who was catecorically pr nounced rabilonil throurhout the period of his custody 

—howaver prompt the reversal of opinion once ha was dead. 

I never told Wesley Frasier that i was poins 
to irvine for curtain rods. 

if Osyald made this statenont, it was a lic. Wesley Frazier is a completely 

plousible witness, and there is every reason to believe all his testimony. He 

had no|reeson to lie and neither he nor his sister tried to incriminate Oswald — 

‘Ces digcusesd carlier), for wile thoy testified esbows the long bulky package 

) thet hs carried to work, their patently truthful deseription of the package 

eliminated the possibility that 14 contained the assassination rifle, They did 

not retreat, despite the iupoging and subtle pressure to de so, Until it is 

known what Oswald carried in that peckage, and what he actually said ander. 

questioning, we reserve judgnont. 



E havon't any views on the Prosidont. I like hi fonily very well. “Taye iy OWN Virsa 93 rier policy. , 

Lore is one arca ing which all the testim ii 

2sident Konnodye 
5 of varying backgrounds and beliefs testified to Cewald's favorable 
avout the Fresident——menbers of the. Dallas and Yort Worth Rucsinans 

g|comunity Samucl Ballen (98 48), George De Lohrensehiidt (ou 255) 5 
‘apory (OH 148-119), and Dye onantov (9H 12h), among wane EH Biche 

| 399}$ “‘Tillien sarret and her daughter Marilyn Murret, Oswald's aunt 
R respectively, and members of a Gevout niddle~cla 

and 173)3 and Lty Martello of the 
(19 60-31), 

anything 

vand cours 
ss faxily “ee 153 

@ Kew Orleane police antiesvbvorsive squad 
No one who knew Oswald reported that he had ever said or 

renien suggested aninugs ‘toward Pre sident Kennedy or his family, 
Consequently, Oswald's allerod reply that he had 
was actually an “understatenent; he 

always entert tained friendly fex alin nics Zor the President; there were witnesses to 

done 

no Views on the Presidon 

wicht kave, but did not to protest that he had peru 4 

corroborate that. Th is aifficult to Oo reconcile that With an ascassin secs Hing 
2 4unocence an 

to erect a facade 1d to evade the consequence cs of his epimo, by 

o ae 

false denials ang by utilizing a conbination of truth and Lies to cocnter the i charges against him. 

oo Viewing this inte ervozation session at a whole, we note the contimed 
omission bf questions about the chicken reneins found on the sixth floor and 
‘the Jack of ony mention of J, Dy Tipoit. Ywas any question astrod sho at 
the. alleged encounter between Oswald and Charles Givens on the sisbh: floor 
38 minutes ‘befora the asessination, despite the fact that police officers 
testified) that they learned of the incident fron Givens within about two hours 
of the astassination, » We Have not disevesed the questions relating to the 
rifle, Since. we have Poviewed the known facts in detail elsewhere and devonstrated 

Ra that there is reason to doubt Osweld's owners! ip of the Carcano found o on the sixth» 
floor,” Finally, ve note that David 5, Grant of the Seeret. Servieo ond Robert le 
Hash, 0. 3. Uarshall, were present at this interrocation (Warren Report, page 621), 

bub thet no report or tas timony from either one of them is found in the Hearings 
and fxhibits. Apart from Grant, five other Secret Service agents and four. 

' FBI agents who were “present at. some interrogation: ‘sessions were never 
, questioned (cE 2003; page Ii). 



Seturday November 23, 1963 2, (<fternoon) 

Only two questions seem to have been put to Oswald at this short sessions 

what were his previous addresses in Delles (information presumably obtained ‘the 

night before by FBI agent Manning C, Clements), and where were his personal 
belongings kept. Arain tho mester criminal unhesitetingly directed the police 

: ‘to Eres. 

with ari 

Paine's house and to his room on Beckley. fhe photographs of Oswald 
ifle, pistol, and two newspapers, allepedly discovered by four Dallas 

policemen and a detective from the Irving police force in the Paine carare 

that afternoon formed the main subject oft the next interrogation session, in 

which Oswald's replies are presented as a narrative, below, 

Saturday Movember 23, 1963 (evening) 

hat is not a tg
 icture of mes it is my face, but my face has boon super- 

imposed-—the rest of the picture is not ne at all, I've never seen it before. 

No; T have never seen that picture before, I know all about p!} hotocraphky, I've 
Gone a lot of photovrar phic work myself . that small picture is a reducticn of 

the larre picture, that. someone I don? % Imow has made, I've been photographed 

repeated] iy since you brought, me here; someone took a picture of my face and 

faked that yvhotograph, I understand photography real. well and you'll see, 

I will prove thet it is a fske, ow I don't wish to answer any more questi Onds 

‘Commentary The photograph of Oswald with a rifle isthe subject of another t 51 2p 

section, 

confront 

which should be borne in mind in evaluating Oswald's statements when 

ed with the photograph. . 

"Sunday ovenber 2h, 1963 (morning) ~ 

my belie: 

at map? It has nothing to do with the shooting of the President. I used 
2? to locate addresses while I was job-hunting. f don'+ imow anything 

@ President's shooting or about the shooting of officer Tippit. 
on't believe in any of the established religions; I don't care to discuss 
fs in a Dicty. | Will Cuba be better off with the President dead? 

Someone will take his places Tyyndon Johnson no doubt, and be WLLL Probably 

Pollo: the sane policy. 

I don't know anything atout that photograph or the rifle and I never Lived 
on Neely 

because 

' The radio 

Street, If anyone says that thoy visited me there they are mistaken, 

I. have. never lived there. Tana Marxist but not a Leninist-Marxist, 

stati on in New Orleans where Twas ine debate is the one that 

carries Bill Stuckey's program, No, I don't know any Alex Hidell in Hew Orleans, 
I believe in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and what it stands for, . 

I would like to have one of my own shirts to wamr over this T-shirt; not 

| 
|
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Corment 

ara left 

' glemen 

ho, Id 

that one, itd rather weer something wormer, that black Ivy League sweater. 

on't want to wear any hat, I don't want to camouflase my appearance. 

Re ary . From this last interrogaticn Oswald ywent ta the police basement, 

manecled to a detective and surrounded ty officers, to be shot to death. We 

interrogations | 

the sil 

polices 

bt only with an ineonplete, sonotines contradictory, and somewhat suspect 

of re ports on the statencnis he made while undergoing about 12 hours of 

That map? It has nothing to do with the shooting 
of the President. 1 see thet map to Jocate 
ecddresses while I wa Jobchunting. 

Newald'ts alleged reply to questions about the map now is acknowlodged to be 

maple truth. Sut on the day of his death, the map was heralded by the 

and the district attorney as a diuming evidence of his guilt, in public 

statements perhaps unparalleled for irresponsibility, unfoir QSS, and stupiditys 

It may be asked wether the finding theS the map was innocent and was used for 

the very purooss i that Osuald indicated has yet caught up with the marcy people 

who were persuaded by this and other misrepresentations of evidence that Oswald 

“had cot 

{ 

from G 

the fc 

result 

and it 

* 
mitted the crines of which he was accused 

aor Cuba be better off with the President cead? 
Someone wili take his place, Lyndon Jonnson no 
doubt, and he will probably follow the sane policy. Z ‘ Ps 2 of 

‘ime has confirmed Oswald's prognostications The radical right, which has 

been ¢ nanorcd of the theory that Oswald assassinated the President on instructions 

astro, ox for pro-castzo reasons, have not taken into consideration the . 

tary facts that Oswald reconni.zed at once--ethat the substitution of Lyndon 

an for Jorn F. Xemnedy offered no advantage to Castro or to any socialist or 

ce
t faction, whether nati onal or extcrnal, . Can the same thing be said of 

servatives or the radical right? As this is written, Iyndon Johnson is 
. 

receivin support. in his foreign policy from Barry Goldwater and his fa Lotion, while 

nnedy wing of his own party is silently or forthrightly dismayed. The end 

s of the assa ssination have not, and could not have been expected to, profit 

Marxist or the causes in which a Marxist believed, Oswald was no simpleton 

is clear that he harbored no illusions about the political implications of 

Kennedy's death. He was, then, withovt political or * personal ‘motive for the 

“assass ination, as- thi is statement indicates.



[never lived ‘on Meo oly Street 

| 

There is no question but that Oswald with his wife and child did live in an spartmont on Neely Street for sonc months in the spring of 1983. i? . in facet Oowald gonted this during the interrogation, his notives wore ahs solutely baffline, ' Be would have know that there wos irrefutable proot fran a a variety Sof sources that he hed indeed lived on Bs sely Street. hat purpose was served 7 By dawrins 44? The report of Hanning C. Clotents on tho Friday rtcht in terviow . provid 8 information on Oswald's former places of rosidonse but dacy not nenigon Noely Strects presueably Oswald onitted that adéress in ansverine Clonenbs! mesticns, and ister denied to Frits thet he had lived there. If ba actually. : pretond “re that be had not rentéd or resided in an apartnent on that of: rat, rig peas TS are ‘pat flin , . Seas . Le, 

I don't want to csnonf AIC My morcerance, 
p his atrest on iriday to his costh on Sundey, Smrald declinsa bs conceal | his face; he was sever coved or shame a bet maintained his personel pride and dionityy, and sooinaly £alk confidence in his ultimate Vindication. He. charced ; papal i + as ay Lem Sam + a a) ’ : ‘ i 

On & nurber of occasions that he was being ee that eC Was 2 patsy, and lo apy he 7 “ . ene aan ‘ 3 * , bay 
Doyen Oo SR ra : 

that he was tc Tictin of a ? "EhCuPpe = PC Was pitifiliy unsum. pectin: of the fate that he was to meet in the police bas exent, Some nolice officers and Tallas officials sav this as arrogance and resented His failure to panic ar revels 8 behavior characteristic of guilt, or of innocence? There is no ob jective: test waich can be applied, and the a ancior will 4 aper ion orels persia pre- disposition toward Yowald and one!s private abttitu ndes toward ‘the evonts that transpired in Dalles. “hat can be anid wi trout uncertal wha hak 
XT oy the Varren Comission did not at any stose of its work an pear to regard sorioushy the mass AoLLity that Jewald wags the Victim of 5 fr ranexpy n or pursue vi gowousily a i inicablons that ther was an atterpt to railroad him, “ The © Conniceion has coldly , accepted ‘the exmlanation that no transcript of the interrogation Wo Mase, Frity beatifiod Liat he bad no CADO recorder 4 his past memmeote for ono hav ag been ‘Genied. | Ee warm asted whey he had not borrowed a tape recor ders ‘the FLI and ‘Searet Service AfONLS WhO were prese ont at the interrogations were nob sehed . why they hea not offered one to Fritz, 7 aa is not necessaz 7 te “bele’ Ox this 2 issne; tre pol int is that the Comission was a teritical, unscept vical, end Cort; nlacont An cealing with ‘the Dalles police-—not on this quention alone but aso, on other aspects af the co se, including flagrant din erepancies or contradictions in the testinony and the Suspoct conduct or ‘expla ia Hons of certain officint ais 


